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Abstract
In contrast to invisible (unacknowledged) social support, visible social support tasks
produce exaggerated negative emotional responses. Processes such as social comparison
and negative social evaluation confound operationalizations of visible social support.
This study tested social support visibility independent of negative social evaluation and
social comparison processes, and included cardiovascular responses. Female
undergraduates (N = 73) participated in an anticipatory speech task. A female confederate
provided either visible or invisible social support, or no social support. Negative
emotions were not affected by the social support manipulations. Cardiovascular outcomes
were tested by incorporating a series of theoretically driven planned contrasts into tests of
stress reactivity conducted through HLM piecewise growth curve modeling. Linear and
quadratic trends established cardiovascular reactivity to the task. Further, uncounfounded
social support conditions, regardless of visibility, attenuated cardiovascular responses.
Key words: social support, anticipatory stress task, negative social evaluation, social
comparison, blood pressure, negative emotions
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Introduction
Social relationships are fundamental to physical health (Cohen & Janicki-Deverts,
2009; House, Landis & Umberson, 1988). Social relationships provide social support,
which is conceptualized as either one’s potential access to support (e.g., perceiving close
relationships), or the actual exchange of resources, such as advice or emotional comfort
(Barrera, 1986; Uchino, 2009). Social support is predictive of health outcomes to a
similar degree as health risk factors such as smoking and physical activity (Uchino &
Garvey, 1997). Understanding the relationship between social support and physical health
is essential for promoting healthier and happier life styles, as well as for controlling
health care costs.
Social support may affect health by alleviating negative emotions and reducing
physiological responses to stress (Lepore, 1998; Thorsteinsson & James, 1999; Uchino,
Cacioppo, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 1996). Individuals who are less responsive to stress have a
lower risk of cardiovascular disease (Manuck, 1994) and have more efficient immune
responses (Cacioppo et al., 2002). Mortality as a result of cardiovascular disease
(Rutledge et al., 2004), cancer and infectious diseases (Ell et al., 1992; Lee & RotheramBorus, 2001) is lower for individuals who report a greater number of socially supportive
relationships.
However, some research suggests that social support does not always alleviate
negative emotions and physiological responses to stress, especially among women (e.g.,
Allen, Blascovich, Tomaka, & Kelsey, 1991; Kirschbaum, Klauer, Filipp, &
Hellhammer, 1995). Some studies report that the receipt of social support actually
increased physiological responses to stress (Allen et al., 1991; Kirschbaum et al., 1995)
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and increased risk of mortality (Kaplan et al, 1994; Penninx et al., 1997). For example,
Allen et al. (1991) examined the effects of social support on cardiovascular responses to
acute stress and found that socially supported women had a more elevated heart rate and
blood pressure during a stressful speech task compared to unsupported men and women.
Kirschbaum et al. (1995) also studied whether social support would alleviate responses to
acute stress. The authors measured the stress hormone cortisol and found that women
who were provided social support by a romantic partner had greater increases in cortisol
compared to men, and responded similarly to women who were unsupported. These
results appear to be gender specific, suggesting that women respond more negatively and
are more sensitive to social support than men.
Individuals may be especially sensitive to social support when it is provided
visibly so that they are aware of receiving support (Coyne & Bolger, 1990). The extent
that social support is made visible to the recipient may be one mechanism through which
received social support adversely affects responses to stress. Both correlational (Bolger et
al., 2000) and experimental (Bolger & Amarel, 2007) research demonstrates that visible
acts of social support exacerbate negative emotional responses to stress. However, this
previous research did not measure physiological responses. It is therefore unclear whether
support visibility affects physiological responses to stress. In the present study,
cardiovascular and emotional responses were used to quantify the extent to which social
support visibility influenced both physiological and emotional responses to stress.
Health Implications of Emotional and Cardiovascular Responses to Stress
Repeated and prolonged exposure to stressful events has a negative impact on
health. An event is stressful when it demands a response beyond an individual’s coping
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resources (Lazarus, 1978). Psychosocial stress is a contemporary form of stress
experienced during social interactions. Since individuals are motivated to maintain a
positive social status and self-identity, social interactions can be stressful because of the
threat of being negatively evaluated and having no control over this negative evaluation
(Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004). According to Lam, Dickerson, Zocolla, and Zaldiver
(2009) this social-evaluative threat elicits negative emotions such as fear, anger, and
anxiety. Negative emotions are also associated with heightened physiological
responsiveness, including cardiovascular (Feldman, Cohen, Hamrick, & Lepore, 2004)
neuroendocrine (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004) and immune responses (Kiecolt-Glaser,
2009; Segerstrom & Miller, 2004).
Repeated and prolonged physiological responses elicited by psychosocial stress
may place individuals at risk for disease or adversely impact the course of chronic
diseases. The sympathetic nervous system is one of the main physiological stress
response systems, and it coordinates cardiovascular responses to stress. This system is
primarily responsible for the quick “flight or fight” response, which allows an organism
to react immediately to a threat. When this system is activated, the adrenal medulla
releases epinephrine and norepinephrine. Epinephrine increases heart rate, dilates blood
vessels near the gross musculature, and constricts the blood vessels in the extremities to
increase cardiac output. Norepinephrine constricts the blood vessels throughout the body,
resulting in increased systolic and diastolic blood pressure (see Lovallo, 2005).
Sympathetic activation can therefore be quantified with the assessment of heart rate
(HR), systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP).
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Although the sympathetic nervous system is well adapted for addressing shortterm threats, repeated or prolonged activation is detrimental to physical health (Seeman,
Singer, Horwitz, & McEwen, 1997). For instance, the sympathetic nervous system may
become dysregulated over time as a result of chronic or prolonged stress exposure. If the
sympathetic nervous system becomes dysregulated, widespread deterioration in
cardiovascular functioning may result (Uchino, 2006). Two indices of sympathetic
dysregulation have been examined in stress research: exaggerated cardiovascular
responses and prolonged cardiovascular responsiveness. Exaggerated cardiovascular
responsiveness increases the risk of cardiovascular disease and/or aggravates existing
disease (Kamarck & Lovallo, 2003; Linden, Gerin, & Davidson, 2003; Lovallo & Gerin,
2003; Schwartz et al., 2003; Trieber et al., 2003). Additionally, prolonged activation of
the sympathetic nervous system may be a more reliable predictor of future health
outcomes than exaggerated responses alone (Brosschot, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2003).
Both exaggerated and prolonged cardiovascular responses were measured in the current
study
Experimental Paradigms of Psychosocial Stress
Experimental paradigms allow researchers to study the mechanisms by which
repeated and prolonged stress exposure influences health outcomes. Standardized
psychological stressors, such as public speaking, reliably produce physiological and
emotional responses (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004, Thorsteinsson & James, 1999). In
turn, these responses serve as predictors of future physical health outcomes. For example,
exaggerated responses during a laboratory stress task predict poor immune functioning
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and increased risk of cardiovascular disease (al’Absi et al., 1997; Cacioppo et al., 1998;
Carroll et al., 2003, Light Dolan, Davis, & Sherwood, 1992).
Mental arithmetic and public speaking tasks are typically used to elicit emotional
and physiological responses to stress (Thorsteinsson & James, 1999). These tasks elevate
cardiovascular output and other physiological responses because they require a response
beyond an individual’s coping resources (Kamarck & Lovallo, 2003; Kirschbaum, Pirke,
& Hellhammer, 1993). Requiring individuals to speak or perform in front of an
evaluative audience, a video camera, or both, also increases the threat of negative social
evaluation. Individuals are especially sensitive to this social-evaluative threat when they
must speak on a topic that is strongly tied to their self-identity, and therefore more
important (e.g., abortion, drug-use, homelessness; Bolger and Amarel, 2007). Public
speaking tasks further increase stress when a time limit is enforced because participants
feel more pressure and feel little control over their circumstances.
The anticipatory speech paradigm is a useful experimental method for parsing out
cardiovascular responses associated with physical effort from responses associated with
the stressor (Gramer & Reitbauer, 2010). This task involves a preparation and practice
period, followed by an anticipation period. During the anticipation period, participants do
not put any physical effort into the task (e.g., speaking or writing). Since cardiovascular
responses during anticipation are not associated with effort, a more pure measure of stress
is obtained.
The present study utilized Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) anticipatory speech task to
study the effects of support visibility on cardiovascular and emotional responses to
psychosocial stressors. The anticipatory speech task is an analogue to an academic
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stressor that college students usually experience; the participant is required to prepare and
give a speech about a topic that is personally important. The experimenter assigns a
participant to a speech task and assigns a paired confederate a much less stressful writing
task. Participants expect their performance to be evaluated by two teaching assistants and
also to be videotaped. The task is a reliable stressor because the demands of the situation
are likely to exceed the participant’s available resources (Dickerson & Kemeny 2004;
Lazarus, 1978). Participants have only a short time to prepare for the speech and there is
high potential for negative evaluation by both the confederate and the graders. One
limitation with this task is the level of deception. Participants are falsely led to believe
they will deliver a speech in front of an evaluative audience and therefore may become
upset when they learn the do not have to deliver a second speech. Participants are also
falsely led to believe that the purpose of the study is to evaluate grading biases rather than
social support. Participants are carefully debriefed and the use of deception is explained.
Social Support as a Moderator of Psychosocial Stress and Health
According to the stress-buffering model (Cohen & Wills, 1985), social support
benefits individuals’ mental and physical health by reducing physiological and negative
emotional responses to stress. Those who feel that social support is available tend to have
better health (House, Landis & Umberson, 1988). However, experimental support for this
model has been mixed. Some researchers have found that the intensity of emotional and
physiological stress responses was lower when social support was available (Cohen &
Wills, 1985; Uchino & Garvey, 1997). Conversely, other studies have produced
conflicting findings, with some indicating increased physiological responsiveness as a
function of social support (Allen et al., 1991; Kirschbaum et al., 1995). Other researchers
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have found no differences between socially supported or unsupported individuals
(Anthony & O’Brien, 1999). These inconsistencies suggest that the effect of social
support on stress responses merits closer scrutiny.
Uchino (2009) reviewed studies examining the relationship between social
support and stress. He concluded that the inconsistencies in results were due to how
social support was conceptualized, measured, and/or manipulated. There are two major
methods of conceptualizing social support: perceived and received support (Norris &
Kaniasty, 1996). Perceived social support is social support that a person believes is
available. Since perceived social support is shaped by early family environment, it is
regarded as an individual difference variable that is relatively stable across time (Uchino,
2009). Studies that assessed perceived support have consistently demonstrated that social
support buffers against the negative effects of stress (e.g., Cohen & Wills, 1985; Norris &
Kaniasty, 1996; Uchino, 2009; Uchino & Garvey, 1997).
Unlike perceived social support, received social support is the transaction of
social support from provider to receiver. Received social support is regarded as a
situational factor and its effectiveness depends on the context of the stressor (Uchino,
2009). Studies examining received social support demonstrate that social support can
increase negative emotional and physiological responses to stress (Allen et al., 1991;
Kirschbaum et al., 1995) as well as predict negative health outcomes such as mortality
(Kaplan et al., 1994; Penninx et al., 1997). Contrary to intuition, received social support
can adversely affect physiological responsiveness and predict negative health outcomes.
There are a number of explanations for why received social support exacerbates
physiological and emotional responses to stress and predicts negative health outcomes
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(Uchino & Birmingham, 2011). One explanation posits that individuals in poor health or
who are more stressed require more social support (Barrera, 1986). To address this
confound, Kaplan et al., (1994) and Penninx et al., (1997) considered both health status
and the amount of required daily assistance. The authors found that received social
support still predicted higher rates of mortality. In addition, controlled laboratory studies
have demonstrated that delivered social support exacerbates cardiovascular responses
(Allen et al., 1991; Hughes, 2005) and other physiological responses to stress
(Kirschbaum et al., 1995). This suggests that received social support may uniquely
predict negative health outcomes and affect stress responsiveness.
It is also possible that received social support may not be beneficial or alleviate
stress if it is of low quality (Coyne & Bolger, 1990). The quality and effectiveness of
social support depends on many factors, including the type of support provided, the
receiver’s relationship to the support provider, and the method of delivery. Additionally,
the timing of received social support may be a key component of negative emotional and
physiological responsiveness to stress.
Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) stress and social support model suggests that social
support can be received at two different stages of stress. The anterogatory stage is the
stage of the stress and social support process when members of an individual’s social
network provide social support spontaneously, before an individual seeks social support.
Conversely, the postrogatory stage is the stage of the stress and social support process
when members provide social support after an individual seeks it. Bolger, Zukerman, and
Kessler (2000) suggest that social support provided during the anterogatory stage is most
likely to be ineffective because it may lower self-esteem and threaten self-efficacy.
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Social support provided at the anterogatory stage may lower self-esteem and
reduce self-efficacy because the recipients feel negatively evaluated and incapable of
coping with the stressor. As noted earlier, negative social evaluation and lack of control
are the primary components of psychosocial stress (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004).
Thorsteinsson and James (1999) conducted a meta-analysis of laboratory studies that
examined the relationship between social support and stress reactivity. The majority of
these studies involved manipulations of social support provided at the anterogatory stage
of the stress and support process. The authors attributed the adverse effects of social
support to perceived negative social evaluation because the social support provider could
observe and therefore potentially evaluate the recipient’s performance. Additionally,
Kors, Linden, and Gerin (1997) studied social support in the context of negative social
evaluation. The researchers manipulated social evaluation such that the support provider
either monitored the participant’s performance on a math task, or was blind to the
participant’s performance. Only participants in the social support/no evaluation condition
showed reduced systolic blood pressure. Thus, the researchers concluded that social
support was only effective when potential for negative social evaluation was removed.
Females may be more sensitive then males to perceived negative social
evaluation, especially when they have a poor relationship with the support provider. Uno,
Uchino, and Smith (2002) demonstrated that negative social evaluation was influenced by
relationship quality. Relationship quality was defined as either purely positive, or
ambivalent, meaning that the relationship involved some conflict. Social support from
ambivalent same-sex relationships elevated women’s cardiovascular responses to acute
stress. Additionally, women rated the same-sex ambivalent friend as more dominant and
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also rated the task as more difficult than participants in the other conditions. Uno et al.
(2002) concluded that women interacting with the same-sex ambivalent friend felt more
threatened and negatively evaluated compared to women interacting with a positive
friend.
The type of social support delivered can influence perceived negative social
evaluation. Social support has typically been categorized in laboratory studies as either
emotional or informational. Emotional social support can be delivered either verbally
(e.g., words of encouragement or sympathy) or nonverbally (e.g., touch). Informational
social support is usually verbal, often involving the provision of advice or knowledge
based on expertise.
The risks of negative social evaluation are reduced when the type of received
social support coincides with the demands of the stressor (Uchino & Birmingham, 2011).
Emotional support may be most effective for people coping with stressors in which they
had little control, such as death of a loved one (Lehman, Ellard, & Wortman, 1986). In a
laboratory study, individuals who received emotional social support during a stressful
speech task rated the task as less demanding and reported more support in comparison
with individuals who received informational social support. Conversely, cardiovascular
responses were higher for individuals who received informational support compared to
emotionally supported individuals (Hughes, 2005). These findings suggest that
informational social support is more likely to increase perceived negative social
evaluation.
In addition to potential for negative social evaluation, engagement in social
comparison may interfere with social support. According to social comparison theory,
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individuals have a propensity to compare themselves to others in order to evaluate their
own abilities. Individuals are especially more likely to compare themselves to those who
are similar (Festinger, 1954). In support of this theory, Phillips, Gallagher, and Carroll
(2009) found that women who received support from a female friend had higher increases
in systolic blood pressure than women who received support from a male friend or female
stranger. The authors proposed that participants were more likely to engage in upward
social comparison with their female friend, who was more similar than a male friend or
stranger. Fisher, Nadler, and Witcher-Algana, (1982) also proposed that the support
provider might inadvertently indicate that he/she is more capable because they can
provide information or knowledge that the support recipient lacks.
In some of the research discussed above, psychological processes such as negative
social evaluation and social comparison were intertwined with manipulations of received
social support. These combined processes could have elevated psychosocial stress, thus
counter-acting any potential benefits of social support. According to Bolger, Zuckerman,
and Kessler (2000), social support is much more likely to be effective when it is provided
invisibly, so that it goes unnoticed by the recipient.
The concept of invisible social support was first considered in a diary study of
intimate partners in which one partner was experiencing a stressful event. Over the course
of one month, both members of the partnership reported how often they gave and
received support. Stressed individuals who reported a low frequency of received social
support, but whose partner ranked his or her own actions as highly supportive, rated
themselves low on anxiety and depression (Bolger et al., 2000). However, since social
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support was not manipulated, variables such as relationship quality and content of
support may have influenced negative emotional responses to stress.
In a laboratory study that serves as a model for the current research, Bolger and
Amarel (2007) manipulated social support visibility. The authors used all women
experimenters, confederates, and participants in order to avoid cross-gender interactions
that could affect the results. Women are also more sensitive to received support than men.
Bolger and Amarel induced stress in women undergraduates using an anticipatory speech
paradigm in which a confederate partner provided either invisible or visible social
support after the participant gave a practice speech in front of the confederate. The
confederate provided invisible social support in the guise of a question (i.e., “I’ve got a
question…I thought to give a good talk it’s probably most important to summarize what
you’re are going to say at the beginning and to also make a strong conclusion at the
end?”). In the visible support condition, the confederate stated directly to the participant,
“You know, to give a good talk it’s probably most important to summarize what you are
going to say at the beginning and to make a strong conclusion at the end.” In a control
condition, social support was not provided. The authors measured changes in three
negative mood states (anger, depression, and anxiety) that were assessed prior to the
stress task and at peak responsiveness. Recipients in the invisible condition benefited
marginally from the social support such that they showed the least increase in negative
emotions. Recipients of visible social support reported the highest increase in negative
emotions. Thus, participants fared much worse when they received visible social support
compared to when they received no support at all.
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These findings imply that in contrast to invisible social support, visible social
support may increase negative emotional responses during stressful events, as opposed to
decreasing such responses. Visible acts of social support may be detrimental because they
direct attention toward the stressor and increase feelings of uncontrollability or social
evaluative threat. Bolger and Amarel (2007) concluded that invisible social support,
instead, might enhance feelings of support availability without directing attention to the
stressor or invoking social evaluative threat or social comparison. In a later study,
Howland and Simpson (2010) demonstrated that for intimate couples, invisible social
support that went unnoticed was more likely to deflect attention from the recipient’s
problems and enhance perceptions of coping resources, thereby decreasing negative
emotional responses. A reduction in negative emotional responses may attenuate
cardiovascular responses to psychosocial stress, thereby influencing the onset and course
of cardiovascular diseases. Therefore, social support visibility may be an important
mechanism by which social support exerts its effects on stress and health.
The current study addressed several design limitations of previous social support
visibility research. For one, Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) visible social support
manipulation was inseparable from negative social evaluation. Participants only received
social support after their practice speech. Because the confederate had listened to the
practice speech, participants may have felt negative evaluated. Bolger and Amarel asked
participants to indicate if they felt that their partner communicated they had a problem
with the speech task. In comparison to the invisible and control conditions, participants
in the visible support condition were more likely to report that their partner
communicated they had a problem with the speech task. This suggests that the visible
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support condition was associated with negative social evaluation. As discussed earlier,
perceived negative social evaluation can outweigh the benefits of received social support
(Thorsteinssen & James, 1999) and can also heighten negative emotional and
physiological responses to stress (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004).
Secondly, Bolger and Amarel (2007) expected that social comparison would
mediate the relationship between social support visibility and negative emotions.
However, contrary to their predictions, the visible social support condition did not predict
increased engagement in upward social comparison. This indicates that the participant did
not engage in upward social comparison, perhaps because the confederate was assigned
to a less stressful writing task. Therefore, the participant may not have identified with the
confederate, thereby reducing engagement in upward social comparison.
To address the above limitations, this study manipulated invisible and visible
social support before the participant practiced her speech. This eliminated the potential
for negative social evaluation because the confederate in these two conditions did not
observe the participants’ performance. The confederate in these two conditions also
posed as a student who was assigned to the speech task. This change enhanced the
similarities between the participant and the confederate. The invisible and visible
conditions that were manipulated before the practice speech were compared to a control
condition in which no support was provided. I also tested Bolger and Amarel’s (2007)
original visible social support condition (replication condition).
A third limitation of previous social support visibility studies is that physiological
responses were not included. Therefore, it is unclear whether social support visibility has
any impact on physiological responses to acute stress. Since emotional and
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cardiovascular responses are both predictive of cardiovascular health, the current study
included emotional responses and the following cardiovascular measures: heart rate
(HR,) systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP).
Hypotheses
It is unclear whether social support visibility is a distinct psychological construct
from negative social evaluation and social comparison. Therefore, an objective of the
current study was to test which psychological construct was the best predictor of negative
emotional and cardiovascular responses to stress. First, I hypothesized that the forms of
social support not confounded with negative social evaluation would be the most
effective at alleviating stress. Therefore, it was predicted that participants in the invisible
and visible conditions would show attenuated cardiovascular and negative emotional
responses to stress. If this hypothesis were supported, follow-up tests could be used to
determine if invisible social support was more beneficial than visible social support. If
this follow-up test were supported, then social support visibility may likely be a separate
construct from negative social evaluation and social comparison.
If social support does not predict responses, it would then be important to test
whether negative social evaluation was a predictor of stress responses. According to this
model, the negative effects of visible social support would be dependent on perceptions
of negative social evaluation. Therefore, when testing this model, I hypothesized that
participants assigned to the Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) visible social support condition
would show elevated responses relative to the other conditions. According to the social
evaluative model, stress responses should not differ between invisible, visible and control
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conditions because they were manipulated before the practice speech thereby limiting
potential for negative social evaluation.
Lastly, if neither social support visibility nor negative social evaluation predicted
responses to stress, the negative effects of social support on cardiovascular and negative
emotional responses may be due to social comparison. According to the social
comparison model, participants would be most likely to socially compare themselves to
the confederate who was under the most similar circumstances. Therefore, I predicted
that participants would be more likely to identify with the confederate who was assigned
the stressful speech task than to the confederate who was assigned the less stressful
writing task. Participants assigned to the invisible, visible and control condition should be
more likely to engage in upward social comparison than participants in Bolger and
Amarel’s (2007) visible social support condition. Participants who engage in upward
social comparison in the invisible, visible, and control conditions should show more
elevated cardiovascular and emotional responses when compared to participants in the
replication condition.
Method
Participants and Design
This study was conducted in a single session during which support visibility was
manipulated and cardiovascular responses were measured periodically and unobtrusively
at pre and post-stressor onset and during recovery. This study was a mixed design with
one between subjects variable with four levels (visible, invisible, no support, replication),
and two repeated measures variables (heart rate and negative emotions).
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The participants were 73 female Western Washington University undergraduates.
They were recruited through the Psychology Department’s participant pool. The sample
consisted of 38 freshmen, 18 sophomores, 13 juniors, and 4 seniors; for ethnicity, 50
were Caucasian, 7 Asian, 4, African-American, and 11 identified as multi-ethnic/other.
The number of participants in each condition was as follows: invisible condition (20)
visible condition (17), control condition (18), and replication condition (18).
Of the 92 persons who originally participated in the study, 19 were excluded. The
excluded participants were equally distributed across condition. Nine participants were
excluded because they reported being suspicious about the cover story. The percentage of
suspicious participants is comparable to Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) study. Four
participants dropped out of the current study because they were too distressed by the
speech task. Three others were excluded because they recognized one of the confederates.
Two participants had missing or incomplete data. Lastly, two participants were excluded
because their cardiovascular data for all three parameters were outliers. The data
screening and transformation procedures are described in more detail in the results
section.
Participants were asked to refrain from engaging in behaviors that might affect
their sympathetic responses for at least 12 hours before the study (i.e., smoking and
caffeine consumption). Consistent with previous research, participants were excluded if
they had a history of a cardio-respiratory disease or were taking prescribed medication
that interfered with cardiovascular responses (Goyal, Shimbo, Mostofsky, & Gerin,
2008). Participants received course research credit as compensation.
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Experimenter and Confederate Training
For each experimental session, two confederates and one experimenter carried out
the cover story for the invisible, visible and control conditions. The experimenter was a
trained research assistant who was responsible for overseeing each study session. One
confederate acted the role of a student partner who was paired with the participant at the
beginning of the study session (Confederate 1). Confederate 1 was trained to act as a
student partner who appeared to be randomly assigned the writing task, and later served
as a practice audience for the participant’s practice talk. A second confederate acted out
the role as a participant who had just finished her final talk (Confederate 2). This
confederate was trained to provide the support before the participant prepared and
practiced her talk. For the replication condition, only one confederate was required. This
confederate was trained to provide Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) visible support
manipulation. Support was delivered after the confederate listened to the practice talk.
Each experimental session strictly followed a script that was adapted from Bolger
and Amarel’s (2007) study (Appendix A). Since the laboratory task was time intensive,
multiple people acted the role of experimenter and confederate. To enhance credibility of
the social support behaviors, the support manipulation was either delivered by acting
students, or by research assistants who were trained on how to deliver support in a
convincing manner. Several pilot sessions were conducted to determine that behavior of
the confederates was consistent across individuals.
Social Support Manipulation
Invisible and Visible and Control Social Support Conditions: Participants were
randomly assigned to a support visibility condition. The invisible and visible social
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support manipulations were modifications of Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) manipulation
of social support that was defined as practical advice of “summarizing what you are
going to say and end with a strong conclusion,” (p. 467). Bolger and Amarel’s script was
modified in consultation with play writers. These play-writers were trained how to write
lines so that they came across as natural conversation. As in Bolger and Amarel’s study,
the confederates were trained to be consistent in the delivery of their support and to speak
in a warm, benevolent manner to avoid the possibility of insulting or demeaning the
participant.
Early in the study, the experimenter set the context for the invisible, visible, and
control support manipulations by mentioning that multiple study sessions were being
conducted and that later she may need to give other participants some questionnaires. The
“other participant” (Confederate 2) ostensibly just finished delivering her speech and
provided the support. The confederate was a research assistant who was not formally
educated in acting, or an acting student in her early 20’s. At the time of the support
manipulation, regardless of the support visibility condition, the experimenter stated to the
participant, “Before you go on, I must give a final questionnaire to a participant who just
finished delivering her final speech.” The experimenter then left the room and returned
with Confederate 2 who appeared to just given her final speech (e.g., slightly flushed).
Confederate 2 then asked the participant, “Are you going next?” in order to engage the
participant. At this point in the study, the script diverged depending on which support
manipulation the participant was assigned.
After gaining the participant’s attention, Confederate 2 delivered either visible,
invisible, or no support. The visible support condition deviates from the invisible and
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control conditions because Confederate 2 speaks directly to the participant. For the
visible condition, the experimenter left the participant and the confederate, apparently to
have retrieved the questionnaire. The confederate then said to the participant, “I just used
what I learned from my Communication class. They said it’s most important that you
summarize what you say at the beginning and end with a strong conclusion.” For the
invisible condition, the experimenter remained in the room with the confederate and
participant and asked the confederate, “Do you have any questions before you fill out
these questionnaires?” The confederate replied, “Yes, I have got a question about what I
did during the talk. For this kind of think isn’t it most important to summarize what you
are going to say at the beginning and make a strong conclusion at the end? That’s what
they told me in my Communications class." The experimenter then responded in a warm
tone, “I can’t say anything about that right now, but we can go over it later in the
debriefing.” In the control condition, the confederate responded to the experimenter’s
question regarding if she had any questions, “No, I don’t." For each condition the
experimenter then directed the confederate to a separate room to fill out her
questionnaire, and stated that a different experimenter would debrief her. The
experimenter then returned to the participant and continued with the rest of the
procedures.
Bolger and Amarel’s Visible Social Support Replication Condition: Along with
the invisible, visible, and control conditions, participants were also randomly assigned to
a condition that was a direct replication of Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) visible social
support manipulation. In contrast to the visible, visible, and control conditions, the
replication condition consisted of only a single confederate who delivered support after
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the participant’s practice speech. This confederate was a research assistant who was
trained to provide support in the same manner as in Bolger and Amarel’s study. After the
participant practiced her speech the experimenter asked the confederate, “Do you have
any questions for me before we move on?” The confederate then delivered social support
in the same exact words used by Bolger and Amarel, stating “Not really, But I would like
to say something to [Participant] if that’s all right. You know, to give a good talk it’s
probably most important to summarize what you’re going to say at the beginning, and to
also make a strong conclusion at the end.” The experimenter then asked the participant if
she had any questions before they moved on to the next part of the study. Afterwards, the
experimenter guided the confederate out of the room and then returned to the room and
continued with the rest of the procedures.
Procedure
Figure 1 outlines the key procedures of the study. Participants signed up for a
session under the title “Better grades: Psychological and physiological processes
affecting student and teacher interactions.” Only one participant was studied per session.
Upon arrival at the waiting area, a female experimenter greeted the participant and said
that another female student (Confederate 1) was in the waiting area and would join them.
The experimenter then led them to the experimental room where the key procedures of
the study took place. She then explained the purpose of the study under the guise of a
cover story that the main focus of the study was to understand the psychological and
physiological processes related to grades and grading. In order to maintain confidentiality
during the informed consent procedures, the experimenter separated the participant and
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the confederate. The participant then completed the institutional review board approved
informed consent (Appendix B) and then was fitted with a blood pressure monitor.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of procedures and negative emotions and cardiovascular measures.

Since the blood pressure monitor had to be manually turned on to take each
reading, the experimenter instructed the participant how to turn on the blood pressure
monitor. The participant activated the blood pressure monitor herself to reduce potential
reactivity to the experimenter. Additionally, the participant was informed that the reading
would be stored automatically so that she was not responsible for interpreting and
recording the result. A practice reading was taken so that the participant was familiar
with the procedures and the sensation of the cuff. After the practice reading, the
participant rested quietly for two minutes before the first baseline measures of
cardiovascular responses (heart rate, SBP, DBP). The participants also completed a
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baseline measure of negative emotions that was embedded in “Questionnaire 1”
(Appendix C).
After obtaining the baseline measures, the experimenter brought Confederate 1
back to the experimental room and explained the cover story, stating that the participants
would be randomly assigned to prepare either a written or oral speech that would be
graded by two graduate teaching assistants. Next, the experimenter assigned the speech
task to the participant and the writing task to Confederate 1. The participant was
informed that she would have 3 minutes to prepare her speech and 3 minutes to practice
her speech in front of her student partner. The experimenter also informed the
confederate that she had 3 minutes to write a rough draft and then 3 minutes to finalize
her essay before it was graded. The experimenter then led the participant to a separate
room so that she could complete “Questionnaire 2” (Appendix D) that assessed her
performance expectations and feelings about her student partner.
For the invisible, visible, and control conditions, the support manipulation
occurred after the participant completed the questionnaire. The participant received
support from Confederate 2, who posed as a participant who just finished delivering her
speech. After Confederate 2 left the experimental room, Confederate 1 and the participant
had 3 minutes to prepare her essay. Afterwards, the experimenter brought Confederate 1
and the participant together into the same room so that the participant could practice her
talk. The experimenter informed the participant that her talk would be video-recorded for
future analysis of performance. The experimenter instructed Confederate 1 to listen to the
talk in a neutral and unresponsive manner so as to emulate the behavior of the teaching
assistants who would grade the final talk. For 3 minutes, the participant then practiced her
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speech in front of Confederate 1. If the participant did not wish to continue, the
experimenter recorded the time. For the replication condition, Confederate 1 delivered
support after the participant completed her practice speech. Throughout the preparation,
practice, and support manipulation, cardiovascular responses were measured eight times
at approximately 5-minute intervals.
After the practice talk, the participant rated her own performance on
“Questionnaire 3” (Appendix E). Next, the experimenter informed the participant that she
needed to complete a few more physiological measures and questionnaires before she
would give her final speech. The participant then completed “Questionnaire 4”
(Appendix F), which included the post-manipulation measure of negative emotional
responses and several manipulation checks. The participants also reported on upward
social comparison and reflected appraisal of inefficacy. In order to relieve the participant
from the stress task, the experimenter informed the participant that due to time constraints
the teaching assistants would instead grade the video-recorded practice session. The
majority of participants were relieved to hear that they would not have to deliver a final
speech, though some (N = 5) expressed disappointment that they could not perform a
final speech.
Cardiovascular recovery was assessed while a final questionnaire was completed.
This questionnaire measured individual difference characteristics such as demographics
(Appendix G) and psychosocial variables. These measures were not the focus of this
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study, but were considered in a supplementary analysis1. The participants were then fully
debriefed according to the guidelines of Mills (1976). The experimenter instructed
participants not to discuss the study and to respond to inquiries about the study by other
students in general terms (e.g., “I thought it was an interesting study”). This was done to
prevent participants from contaminating potential participants in the subject pool.
Measures and Materials
As elaborated below, the current study utilized the same measures developed by
Bolger and Amarel (2007), which included an experimental manipulation check, upward
social comparison, and reflected appraisal of inefficacy. Negative emotions were assessed
with a modified version of the Profile of Mood States (POMS) (Lorr & McNair, 1971), as
shortened by Bolger and Amarel. These measures were embedded in a series of
questionnaires and also contained items designed to maintain the cover story. Some
additional measures of task engagement were included to examine the success of the
manipulation. Below is a description of all the measures that were included in the study.
Negative Emotional Responses: Negative emotional states were assessed with
nine items from the Profile of Mood States (POMS) at pre-stressor onset and poststressor onset (Lorr & McNaire, 1971). This measure is a well-validated indicator of
mood and a reliable detector of stress-related mood changes. Bolger and Amarel (2007)
shortened this measure to nine items by limiting the questionnaire to three items that
loaded the highest on Anger, Anxiety, and Depression subscales. Consistent with Bolger
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

Previous research has shown that responses to stress are influenced by both trait and state emotions.

However, there was not enough power in the current study to test individual differences as moderators of
the relationship between social support visibility and stress responses.
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and Amarel, the instructions read, “Here is a list of feelings or experiences. Please rate
how you feel right now. Circle the appropriate number.” The participants rated their
current feelings on a 5-point scale from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). Current negative
emotional states were computed by averaging the scores on the nine items. Coefficient
alphas for the baseline and final measure of negative emotions were .79 and .88,
respectively, indicating good internal consistency.
Reflected appraisal of inefficacy: This item was used to infer the degree that
participants felt negatively evaluated by their support provider. Two items measured the
extent that participants believed the support provider thought they would have difficulty
with the task. These items were embedded in a group of questions. Participants in the
invisible, visible and control conditions rated Confederate 2 (who was referred to as the
“other participant”) and they also rated Confederate 1 (who was referred to as their
“student partner”). Participants in the replication condition rated Confederate 1 because
they did not interact with Confederate 2. The instructions were as follows: “Please rate
your agreement with the following statements about your experiences with the other
participant (or student partner) you met during the study.”
The two reflected appraisal items were, “The other participant/student partner
seemed to think I would do fine” and “The other participant/student partner seemed to
think I would have a hard time.” Participants rated their responses on a 5-point scale
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The former appraisal item was
reversed scored and the mean of the two items reflected the participants’ total score of
reflected appraisal of inefficacy. Reflected appraisal of inefficacy for the other
confederate and the experimenter was assessed in order to minimize the chance the
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participant would suspect the purpose of the questions. The coefficient alpha for
assessing the “student partner” and “other participant” as the support provider was weak,
.63 and .68, respectively.
Upward social comparison: Two items assessed the extent that participants
engaged in upward social comparison to the support provider. Participants in the
replication condition only rated their student partner, who was the support provider
(Confederate 1). Participants in the invisible, visible and control condition rated their
support provider (Confederate 2) and their student partner (Confederate 1), even though
student partner did not provide support. This was done to minimize the chance that
participants would suspect the purpose of the question.
The instructions read: “When preparing for the speech with others present,
feelings about the other participants you met during the study may affect performance on
your upcoming talk. Please rate how you felt with your partner, or any other participant
you met during the study.” The items were “less knowledgeable than him/her” and “more
nervous than him/her.” Participants rated their agreement with two items on a scale of 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The coefficient alpha for assessing “student
partner” and the “other participant” as the support provider was .61 and .53, respectively,
indicating poor internal consistency. Since inter-item reliability was relatively low, these
items were analyzed first together, and then separately to determine if there was a
significant main effect of social comparison. The results did not depend on whether the
items were analyzed separately or together. Therefore, only the results of the two-item
measure were reported.
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Manipulation check: Participants completed a manipulation check after the social
support manipulation. The manipulation check was embedded in a 10-item checklist of
possible events that might have occurred during the study. The instructions read: “Please
check all events that occurred during the study. Check all that apply.” The statement “A
participant who was not my partner offered me information or advice” served as the
manipulation check for the invisible, visible and control conditions. The manipulation
check for the Replication condition was, “My student partner offered me information or
advice.” If the manipulation was successful, participants assigned to the Invisible and
Control condition should not check this item, whereas participants assigned to the visible
and replication conditions should check that they received support. The rest of the items
in the checklist minimized the chance that the participant would suspect the purpose of
the question (e.g., “I worked toward getting a good grade”, “I was unable to go through
my talk once”).
As part of the support visibility manipulation check, participants rated the
confederate on a 5-point scale of 0 (not at all) to 5 (extremely) on how “concerned,”
“helpful”, and “supportive” the other participant was when she offered the support. The
total score of supportiveness was computed by averaging the scores on each of the three
items. Internal consistency items that assessed the “other participant” and the “student
partner” was .63 and .76, respectively.
Suspicion check: After the support manipulation, participants rated their feelings
of general suspicion about the study on a scale of 0 (not at all suspicious) to 4 (very
suspicious). The experimenter prompted participants (N = 9) to explain their suspicion if
they rated a 2 or greater.
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Individual difference measures: A series of questionnaires assessed the
characteristics of the sample. Demographic (e.g., class standing and ethnicity) and
psychosocial variables (e.g., recent life events, individual differences) have shown to
moderate physiological reactivity to acute stress (Goyal, Shimbo, Mostofsky, & Gerin,
2008; Gerin, 2008; Nicolson, 2008). Although these may be used as randomization
checks, the sample size for this study did not permit a thorough investigation of these
factors as potential moderators of the effects of social support visibility.
Cardiovascular Responses: Systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood
pressure (DBP), and heart rate (HR) were measured using a Spacelabs 90217 ambulatory
blood pressure monitor. Each experimenter was trained according to the specified
protocol of the manufactures on the correct handling of the monitor. The experimenters
instructed the participant not to talk during the measurements and also followed a script
to minimize variation in interaction with the participant. The cuff was placed over the
brachial artery on the left arm. Cardiovascular responses were measured periodically
throughout the study: twice at baseline, four times at peak reactivity (during preparation
and practice period of the speech task), twice during anticipation of the final speech, and
four times during recovery (see Figure 1 for sampling timeline).
Multiple measurements were obtained during baseline, reactivity, and recovery to
reduce random error associated with the measurement, thus increasing the reliability of
the data (Goyal, Shimbo, Mostofsky, & Gerin, 2008). The device was set so that
participants could not view the readings. To minimize sampling error, the sequence of
measurements was programmed onto an iPod, which sounded an alarm to alert the
experimenter of each measurement. The experimenter then prompted the participant to
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activate the blood pressure monitor. The two measurements at baseline and the six
measurements during peak reactivity were spaced approximately 5 minutes apart to
assess changes in physiological responses over time. As with previous research, the four
measurements of recovery were taken at post-stress intervals spaced approximately 5
minutes apart (Goyal et al., 2008).
Overview of Statistical Analyses
The first analyses examined the manipulation checks to determine that three basic
experimental conditions were established: task engagement, social support visibility, and
task stressfulness. Participants’ task engagement was determined by analyzing the
response to the “task importance” item. The social support visibility manipulation was
tested with both the single checklist item and the continuous measure of supportiveness.
Finally, successfulness of the stress task manipulation was examined by analyzing
changes in negative emotional and cardiovascular responses from pre-stressor to poststressor onset.
Next, I tested the hypotheses proposed by the three models: social support,
negative social evaluation and social comparison. The first model tested the hypothesis
that ”pure” social support, defined as social support not confounded with negative social
evaluation, would attenuate negative emotional and cardiovascular responses. Therefore,
the invisible and visible social support conditions were contrasted with the control and
replication condition. The second model tested the prediction that negative social
evaluation would be the best predictor of exaggerated cardiovascular and negative
emotional responses. According to this model, the replication condition should produce
elevated cardiovascular and negative emotional responses because that social support
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condition was confounded with negative social evaluation. To test the model, the
replication condition was contrasted with the invisible, visible and control conditions.
The social comparison model predicts the opposite outcome as the negative social
evaluation model. Therefore, these two models were tested with the same contrast
analysis. According to the social comparison model, invisible, visible, and control
conditions would all exaggerate cardiovascular and negative emotional responses because
these conditions would most likely to lead to upward social comparison relative to the
replication condition. Table 1 illustrates the contrast codes that were used to test the
models.
Table 1
Test of Manipulation Contrast Codes
Control

Support Condition
Invisible
Visible

Replication

Model Tested
Social Support

1

-1

-1

1

Negative Social Evaluation

-1

-1

-1

3

Social Comparison

1

1

1

-3

Statistical Strategy for Cardiovascular Responses
Hierarchical growth curve modeling tested the overall stressfulness of the speech
task and the social support manipulation models (see Kristjansson et al., 2007; Llabre et
al., 2001; Waugh et al., 2010). A Level 1 model was constructed to fit theorized patterns
(linear trend, quadratic curve, magnitude change) to the series of cardiovascular
responses for each participant. A level 2 model was constructed to test the proposed
models as moderators of cardiovascular responses. The cardiovascular parameters (HR,
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SBP, DBP) were analyzed separately. Random effects were tested but were kept in the
model only if they predicted the outcome at p < .10 (Conley & Lehman, 2010). Note that
degrees of freedom were approximately 70 for tests of random effects and were more
than 634 for tests of fixed effects. Normal standard errors are reported since all
cardiovascular parameters were normally distributed. The procedures used to construct
these models are described in more detail below.
Test of task stressfulness: Before testing the three proposed models, the overall
stressfulness of the anticipatory speech task was examined. A Level 1 model was
constructed to test if participants showed elevated cardiovascular responses after stressor
onset (reactivity) and then showed recovered responses when relieved from the stressor
(recovery). There are three theorized patterns in the data that could correspond to the six
cardiovascular responses at reactivity and the four cardiovascular responses at recovery,
and these patterns were tested with a piecewise regression approach (Llabre et al. 2001).
A series of contrast-coded variables were weighted such that they corresponded to the
theorized patterns of magnitude change, linear slope, and quadratic curve (Waugh,
2010). These variables were entered into Level 1 and were used to test the fit of the
regression equations.
Table 2 illustrates the contrast codes used to model each of the theorized patterns.
The predicted pattern of magnitude change was modeled such that the task period under
consideration was coded as 1 and the other periods were coded 0. For the reactivity task
period, the six measures at reactivity were coded as 1 and all other measures obtained at
baseline and recovery were coded as 0. For the recovery task period, the four measures at
recovery were coded as 1 and all others measures were coded as 0. A negative coefficient
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for recovery would indicate that responses had recovered. For modeling linear slope,
values were assigned such that the contrast codes represented a linear relationship and
were centered to the middle of the task period. For example linear slope was modeled for
the 6 measures of reactivity by coding the first measure as -5, the second measure as -3,
the third measure as -1, the fourth measure as 1, the fifth measure as 3, and the sixth
measure as 5. A negative coefficient here would indicate that the readings were
decreasing over time. For quadratic curve, the contrast codes represented a quadratic
relationship and were centered on the middle of the task period. For example, when
modeling the quadratic pattern for recovery, the first recovery measure was dummy
coded as -1, the second was coded as 1, the third coded as 1, and the fourth as -1.
If the task successfully elicited cardiovascular responses, the fit of each of the
three predicted patterns in the data would depend on the task period. For the reactivity
task period, magnitude change was expected to be a significant model such that readings
during reactivity should be greater than baseline and recovery readings combined. It was
uncertain whether linear slope or quadratic curve would be a better fit of the data for
reactivity. For the recovery task period, it was likely that there would be a negative linear
slope, indicating that responses steadily decreased over time.
Test of social support manipulation models: A 2-level hierarchical growth curve
model was used to test each of the three social support manipulation models. As
described above, a series of contrast-coded variables that corresponded to the response
patterns magnitude change, linear slope, and quadratic curve, were entered at Level 1.
Unlike the test of task stressfulness where only the task periods of reactivity and recovery
were modeled, three different task periods were modeled for the test of the support
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manipulation models. The three task periods coincided with the timing of the social
support manipulation instead of the stressor onset. The pre-support manipulation period
consisted of four cardiovascular readings that were taken prior to the support
manipulation. These responses were modeled in order to test for randomization. It was
not expected that the models would predict cardiovascular responses recorded prior to the
social support manipulation. The second task period that was modeled was the postsupport manipulation period. This task period consisted of four cardiovascular readings
that were taken after the participant received support. The third task period modeled was
the recovery period, which consisted of the four readings obtained when participants
were relieved from the stressor. Table 2 outlines the procedures used to model each of
the predicted patterns (magnitude change, linear slope and quadratic curve) for each task
period.
Two dummy-coded variables were entered at Level 2 to test the predictions of the
three proposed models. These predictions were described earlier in the overview of the
analyses. The dummy-coded variables were tested as moderators of the theorized patterns
of cardiovascular responses that were tested at Level 1. Table 1 shows the contrast codes
that were used to construct each dummy-coded variable.
For the social support model, a dummy coded variable was constructed to test the
prediction that social support would attenuate responses when potential for negative
social evaluation was removed. The dummy-coded variable that corresponded to the
social support model was coded such that the invisible and visible conditions were coded
as -1 and the control and replication conditions were coded as positive 1.
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The social comparison model and negative social evaluation model were coded
simultaneously into one dummy-coded variable since they made directly contrary
predictions. The social support conditions were coded according to the predictions of the
negative social evaluation model such that the replication condition was coded as positive
3 and the invisible, visible, and control conditions were each coded as -1. If this model
were supported then the dummy-coded variable would be a significant positive moderator
of cardiovascular response patterns since it was predicted that that the replication would
produce the most exaggerated responses. If the social comparison model were supported,
then the variable would be a significant negative moderator since it was predicted that the
replication condition would produce the least exaggerated responses.
Results
Data Screening and Transformations
Cardiovascular Responses: Following standard screening procedures, the
cardiovascular responses were first examined for biologically improbable readings
(Marler, Jacob, & Shapiro, 1986). No biologically improbable readings for SBP, DBP
and HR were detected. The three cardiovascular parameters (HR, SBP, DBP) were
graphed to check for non-normality and for outliers. All three parameters were normally
distributed, but two participants’ SBP, DBP, and HR readings were more than three
standard deviations above the mean. Therefore, the cardiovascular responses were
analyzed twice, once with and once without these outliers. The outliers significantly
impacted some of the outcomes. To more accurately interpret the results, the statistical
analyses reported below contain only the values calculated without these outliers.
Footnotes indicated below show which analyses were outcomes differed significantly.
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Table 2
Growth Curve Contrast Codes Entered at Level 1
Cardiovascular Readings
Baseline
1

2

After
Practice

Prep/Before Practice
1

2

3

4

5

6

Recovery
1

2

3

4

Contrast Codes: Test of Task Stressfulness
Baseline

Reactivity

Recovery

Period Modeled at
Level 1
Reactivity
1. Magnitude
Change
2. Linear Slope
3. Quadratic
Curve
Recovery
1.Magnitude
Change
2. Linear Slope
3. Quadratic
Curve

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

-5

-3

-1

1

3

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2

-1

1

1

-1

-2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-3

-1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

1

1

-1

Contrast Codes: Test of Social Support Manipulation
Pre-Support Manipulation
Period Modeled at
Level 1
Pre-Support
Manipulation
1. Magnitude
Change

Post-Support Manipulation

Recovery

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Linear Slope
Post-Support
Manipulation
1. Magnitude
Change

-3

-1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2. Linear Slope
3. Quadratic
Curve

0

0

0

0

-3

-1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

1

1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-3

-1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

1

1

-1

Recovery
1. Magnitude
Change
2. Linear Slope
3. Quadratic
Curve
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Test of Manipulation Checks
Topic Importance: In order for stress tasks to be successful, participants must be
perceive themselves as personally invested in their speech. Participants rated their speech
topic as personally important. The mean score of topic importance was 2.75 on a 0-4
point scale (SD = 0.76); the majority of scores ranged from “moderately important” to
“quite a bit important.” A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) shows that there was
no difference in task importance among the four support conditions, F (3, 69) = 0.338, p
= .762.
Social Support Visibility: Participants reported if they received support from the
“other participant” and the “student partner." Table 3 shows the manipulation check
results of the social support checklist item. As expected, none of the participants in the
control condition reported receiving support from either confederate. Three participants
in the invisible condition reported support from either confederate. Six participants in the
visible support condition did not report receiving support for the “other participant”, who
did provide support. For the replication condition, the majority of participants reported
support.
In addition to the item checklist, the participant rated supportiveness on a
continuous measure. It is important to note that there were missing data on this question;
seven participants in the control and invisible support conditions did not respond to this
question. Table 3 illustrates the ratings of the confederate supportiveness. There was a
significant main effect of supportiveness across all four conditions, F (3, 62) = 7.96, p <
.001. Post hoc comparisons revealed that, as expected, support providers in the visible
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and replication conditions were rated as more supportive than the invisible and control
conditions.
Table 3
Social Support Visibility Manipulation Check
Confederate
Control
Checked
Unchecked
Total
M (SD)
N

Checked
Unchecked
Total
M (SD)
N

Support Condition
Invisible
Visible

Replication

Confederate 1 (Student Partner) Item Checklist
0
2
0
17
18
18
17
1
18
20
17
18
Confederate 1 (Student Partner) Supportiveness
.685 (.671)
.583 (.470)
.726 (.517)
1.833 (.794)
18
20
17
18
Confederate 2 (Other Participant) Item Checklist
0
1
11
4
18
19
6
14
18
20
17
18
Confederate 2 (Other Participant) Supportiveness
.694 (.784)
1.191 (.863)
1.813 (.935)
NA
12
14
16
NA

Note: Bold indicates support provider. Supportiveness was rated on a five point scale to the items, “My
partner/other participant was supportive” “My partner/other participant was concerned”, and “My
partner/other participant was helpful” (0 = not at all, 1 = a little, 2 = moderately, 3 = quite a bit, 4 = very

Test of Task Stressfulness: Changes in Cardiovascular Responses and Negative
Emotions
Cardiovascular Responses: A hierarchical growth curve model tested the stress
task manipulation. The three hypothesized patterns (magnitude change, linear slope, and
quadratic curve) were entered simultaneously as Level-1 predictors of cardiovascular
responses at reactivity and recovery. Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics of
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cardiovascular responses obtained for each reading. Table 5 illustrates the piecewise
growth curve results for each of the cardiovascular parameters (SBP, DBP, HR).
At the reactivity period, cardiovascular responses increased in response to the
stress task. Magnitude change, t(70) = 9.50, p < .001, and quadratic curve, t(704) = 4.64,
p < .001, significantly and positively predicted SBP responses. Linear slope did not
significantly predict SBP responses t(70) = 0.67, p = .503 For DBP, only magnitude
change significantly predicted responses, t(70) = 5.84, p <.001; linear slope t(70) = 0.11,
p = .911 and quadratic curve t(70) = 1.69, p = .091, did not predict DBP responses. Both
magnitude change, t(70) = 7.33, p < .001, and quadratic curve, t(70) = 3.26, p < .01,
significantly predicted HR but linear slope did not t(70) = 0.12, p = .903. The significant
trend for magnitude change reflects significant increases in SBP, DBP, and HR at
reactivity relative to the baseline and recovery task periods. The significant quadratic
trend for SBP and HR indicated that responses elevated at the beginning of the stress
task, then stabilized during the middle and declined towards the end of the stress task.
At the recovery period, participants’ responses decreased after they were relieved from
the stressor. Magnitude change significantly and negatively predicted the three
cardiovascular parameters. For SBP, magnitude change was a significantly negative
predictor of responses, t(70) = -6.51, p <. 001. Magnitude change was also a significantly
negative predictor of DBP t(70) = -3.26, p < .001, and HR, t(70) = -5.91, p < .001. Linear
slope did not significantly predict cardiovascular responses for SBP, t(70) = .079 , p =
.939, DBP , t(70) = .73, p = .903, and HR , t(70) = 0.52 , p = .599 Lastly, quadratic curve
did not significantly predict any of the cardiovascular responses for SBP, t(70) = 1.04 , p
= .299, DBP , t(70) = 1.37, p = .320, and HR , t(70) = 0.32 , p = .826. Since magnitude
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change was the only significant predictor, these results suggest that cardiovascular
responses recovered to baseline within the first reading and remained stable.
Table 4
Cardiovascular Descriptive Statistics

Table 5
Test of Stress Task: Piecewise Growth Curve Models of Cardiovascular Parameters

Note: Bold p values indicate that the growth curve patterns significantly predicted the observed
cardiovascular responses.

Negative Emotional Responses: Negative emotional responses were analyzed as a
2 x 4 mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA), with time (pre stressor-onset, post stressor
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onset) as the within-subjects variable and social support condition (invisible, visible,
control, replication) as the between-subjects variable. Changes in negative emotion from
pre stressor-onset to post-stressor onset were analyzed to test if negative emotions
increased as a result of the stress task. There was a significant increase in negative
emotions from pre-stressor onset to post-stressor onset, F(1, 69) = 28.50, p < .001, partial

η2= .29. Across support conditions, negative emotions rose by 0.37 points (SD = 0.58)
on a 5-point scale. Figure 2 illustrates the negative emotional responses at pre-stressor
onset and post-stressor onset. Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics for negative
emotions at pre-stressor and post-stressor, and the resulting change in negative emotions.
Tests for the main effect of social support and the interaction were not considered.
Instead, these effects were analyzed with more focused tests of planned contrasts that
corresponded to the predictions of each of the three models. These tests are described in
the proceeding sections.
In order to test for randomization prior to the support manipulation, a separate
one-way analysis was conducted on pre-stressor negative emotions. The test indicated
that there was no group difference in initial pre-stressor negative emotions, F(3, 69) =
1.156, p = .333.
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Figure 2. Mean negative emotions reported at pre-stress onset and post-stress onset. There was a
significant increase in negative emotion from pre to post-stressor onset, F(1,69) = 28.51, p <.001. Negative
emotions were assessed with the Profile of Mood States (POMS) scale (0 = not at all, 1 = a little, 2 =
moderately, 3 = quite a bit, 4 = extremely).

Table 6
Negative Emotions Descriptive Statistics
Negative Emotions Measure
POMS
Change

Pre-POMS

Post-POMS

Social Support
Condition
Control

M (SD)
0.66 (0.31)

0.90 (0.49)

M (SD)
0.24 (0.49)

n
18

Invisible

0.85 (0.56)

1.43 (0.83)

0.58 (0.67)

20

Visible

0.62 (0.36)

0.83 (0.52)

0.21 (0.42)

17

Replication

0.72 (0.28)

1.12 (0.69)

0.40 (0.64)

18

Total

0.72 (0.41)

1.08 (0.68)

0.36 (0.58)

73

M (SD)

Note: Negative emotions were rated on a 5-point Profile of Mood States (POMS) scale (0 = not at all, 1 = a
little, 2 = moderately, 3 = quite a bit, 4 = very)
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Test of Social Support Manipulation Models
1. Tests of the Social Support Model (invisible and visible conditions vs. control and
replication conditions):
Cardiovascular Responses: The dummy-coded variable that corresponded to the
prediction of the social support model was tested as a moderator of the cardiovascular
patterns: magnitude change, linear slope, and quadratic curve. Table 7 illustrates the
results of the hierarchical growth curve model for the cardiovascular parameters SBP,
DBP, and HR.
For the pre-support manipulation task period, the social support model was not a
significant moderator of magnitude change for SBP, t(70) = 0.74, p = .465, DBP, t(706) =
1.07, p = .284, or HR, t(70) = .58, p = .562. Additionally, linear slope was not moderated
by the social support model for SBP, t(706) = .04, p = .964, DBP, t(70) = 0.36, p = .725,
or HR, t(778) = .17, p = .861. This result is a useful check on randomization, and
indicates that responses did not vary prior to the social support manipulation.
Next, cardiovascular responses at the post-support manipulation task period were
analyzed. The social support model significantly moderated linear slope for SBP, t(704)
= 2.29, p = .0232, DBP, t(70) = 2.42, p = .016, and HR, t(70) = 2.73, p = .008. Figures 3,
4, and 5 illustrate the negative linear patterns of SBP, DBP, and HR, respectively. These
figures indicate that participants who were supported prior to the practice speech
(invisible and visible conditions) showed more attenuated responses after they gave their
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When the outliers were included in the analysis, the social support model was only a marginally

significant moderator of linear slope for SBP, p < .056, though it remained significant for DBP (p = .031)
and HR (p = .007)
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practice speech than participants who were provided support after (replication condition)
or did not receive any support.
Follow-up analyses were conducted to determine if there were any significant
group differences between the invisible and visible social support conditions or the
replication and control conditions. According to these follow-up analyses, the invisible
and visible support condition did not significantly differ for SBP, t(704) = 1.22, p =.222 .,
DBP, t(634) = 1.21, p = .228, and HR, t(70) = 1.10, p = .275. Also, there was no
significant difference between the replication and control condition for SBP, t(704) =
1.06, p =.287, DBP, t(634) = .91, p = .364, and HR, t(70) = 0.12, p = .908. According to
these analyses, the effect of the visible social support manipulation was similar to that of
the invisible social support. Additionally, the effect of the replication condition was
similar to the control condition.
The social support model did not moderate magnitude change for SBP, t(70) =
1.69, p = .096, DBP, t(70) = .87, p = .385, or HR, t(70) = .99, p = .325. Additionally, the
social support model did not moderate quadratic curve for SBP, t(704) = 0.74, p = .389,
DBP, t(70) = .35, p = .727, or HR, t(634) = .40, p = .694. These analyses indicate that the
fit of cardiovascular responses to magnitude change and quadratic curve patterns did not
vary according to the predictions of the social support model.
For the recovery task period, social support did not moderate any of the patterns
for SBP, DBP or HR. The social support model did not significantly moderate magnitude
change for SBP, t(70) = 0.31, p = .757, DBP, t(70) = .15, p = .882, or HR, t(70) = .30, p =
.764. Additionally, social support did not moderate linear slope for SBP, t(704) = 0.30, p
= .767, DBP, t(704) = .63, p = .532, or HR, t(704) = 1.43, p = .150. Lastly, social support
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did not moderate quadratic curve for SBP, t(704) = 0.99, p = .325, DBP, t(704) = .55, p =
.585, or HR, t(704) = .62, p = .536. These analyses indicate that the cardiovascular
response patterns at recovery did not vary in the expected direction of the social support
model.
Negative Emotional Responses: A planned comparison tested the hypothesis of
the social support model. Changes in negative emotion for the invisible and visible
support condition were contrasted with changes in negative emotion for the control and
replication condition. Table 1 shows the contrast codes associated with the mean change
in negative emotional responses for each condition. The planned comparison of the
social support model failed to reach significance (Ψ = -.158, CI = -0.69, 0.38), F (1, 69) =
0.35 p = .558, indicating that change in negative emotions did not vary in the expected
direction of the social support model.
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Table 7
Hierarchical Linear Modeling of Cardiovascular Parameters: Test of Social Support
Predictors
Pre Support: Intercept
Intercept
Soc. Support
Pre Support:
Magnitude
Intercept
Soc. Support
Pre Support: Linear
Slopea
Intercept
Soc Support
Post Support:
Intercept
Intercept
Soc. Support
Post Support:
Magnitude
Intercept
Soc. Support
Post Support: Linear
Slopea
Intercept
Soc. Support
Post Support: Quadratic
Curvea
Intercept
Soc Support
Recovery: Intercept
Intercept
Soc Support
Recovery: Magnitude
Intercept
Soc Support
Recovery:
Linear Slopea
Intercept
Soc. Support
Recovery: Quadratic
Curvea
Intercept
Soc. Support

SBP
Coefficient
(SE)

p

DBP
Coefficient
(SE)

p

HR
Coefficient
(SE)

p

122.12 (1.03)
0.29 (1.03)

<.001
.783

77.71 (.68)
0.33 (.68)

<.001
.633

76.14 (1.20)
0.57 (1.20)

<.001
.637

-1.66(.55)
0.40 (.55)

.003
.465

-.99 (.37)
0.39 (.37)

.007
.284

-.60 (.53)
0.31 (.53)

.264
.562

1.36(.18)
0.008 (.18)

<.001
.964

0.69 (.16)
-0.06 (.16)

<.001
.725

0.59 (.15)
0.026 (.15)

<.001
.861

119.58 (1.01)
0.062 (1.01)

<.001
.951

74.47 (.65)
0.56 (.65)

<.001
.393

74.73 (1.15)
0.76(1.15)

<.001
.510

6.15 (.60)
0.20 (.60)

<.001
.736

2.81 (.53)
-0.34 (.53)

<.001
.525

3.66 (.53)
-0.42 (.53)

<.001
.424

-0.75 (.17)
0.39 (.17)

<.001
.023

-0.20 (.13)
0.31 (.13)

.125
.016

-0.54 (.17)
0.47 (.17)

.002
.008

0.39 (.39)
.48 (.39)

.317
.218

0.14 (.33)
-.14 (.33)

.682
.682

0.12 (.31)
.20 (.31)

.696
.520

122.92 (1.12)
0.036 (1.12)

<.001
.974

77.91 (.73)
0.46 (.73)

<.001
.527

76.97 (1.26)
0.69 (1.26)

<.001
.584

-4.22 (.67)
0.21 (.67)

<.001
.757

-1.68 (.49)
-0.074 (.49)

.001
.882

-3.16 (.55)
-0.17 (.55)

<.001
.764

-.012 (.19)
-0.055 (.19)

.526
.767

0.038 (.14)
-0.088 (.14)

.789
.532

-0.20 (.15)
-0.22 (.15)

.188
.150

-0.27 (.41)
0.40 (.41)

.510
.325

-0.26 (.30)
0.17 (.30)

.387
.585

0.053 (.33)
0.20 (.33)

.869
.536

Note: Each bolded subtitle indicates the level 1 predictor; a = Predictor was modeled as fixed
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Invisible and Visible Support Pre-Practice Speech
Control Condition and Visible Support Post-Practice Speech
124
123
122
Systolic Blood Pressure

121
120
119
118
117
116
115
114
113
112
Pre-Practice
Speech

Pre-Practice
Speech

Post-Practice
Speech

Post-Practice
Speech

-3

-1

1

3

Time

Figure 3. This cross-level interaction plot demonstrates the social support model as moderator of the linear
slope pattern for systolic blood pressure.
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Invisible and Visible Support Pre-Practice Speech
Control Condition and Visible Support Post-Practice
Speech

Diastolic Blood Pressure

78
77
76
75
74
73
72
Pre-Practice
Speech

Pre-Practice
Speech

-3

-1

Post-Practice
Speech

Post-Practice
Speech

1

3

Time

Figure 4. This cross-level interaction plot demonstrates the social support model as moderator of the linear
slope pattern for diastolic blood pressure.
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Invisible and Visible Support Pre-Practice Speech
Control Condition and Visible Support Post-Practice
Speech
78
77
76

Heart Rate

75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
Pre-Practice
Speech

Pre-Practice
Speech

Post-Practice
Speech

Post-Practice
Speech

-3

-1

1

3

Time
Figure 5. This cross-level interaction plot demonstrates the social support model as moderator of
the linear slope pattern for heart rate
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2. Test of Negative Social Evaluation Model (replication condition vs. invisible, visible
and control conditions):
Cardiovascular Responses: The dummy-coded variable that corresponded to the
predictions of the negative social evaluation model was tested as a moderator of the
hypothesized cardiovascular patterns: magnitude change, linear slope, and quadratic
curve. Table 8 illustrates the results of the hierarchical linear growth curve model for the
cardiovascular parameters SBP, DBP, and HR.
Again, sufficient randomization was demonstrated since the model did not
moderate cardiovascular responses at the pre-support manipulation. The model was not a
significant moderator of magnitude change for SBP, t(70) = 0.84, p = .403, DBP, t(706) =
.88, p = .274, or HR, t(70) = .12, p = .908. Additionally, linear slope was not moderated
by the social support model for SBP, t(706) = 1.34, p = .185, DBP, t(70) = 0.67, p = .507,
or HR, t(778) = 0.74, p = .464.
Additionally, the model did not moderate cardiovascular response patterns for the
post-support manipulation task period. This result was found for each cardiovascular
parameter. The model did not significantly moderate magnitude change for SBP, t(70) =
1.69, p = .096, DBP, t(70) = .87, p = .385 or HR, t(70) = 0.99, p = .325. Linear slope was
also not moderated by the model for SBP, t(704) = 0.50, p = .620, DBP, t(634) = 0.67, p
= ..499, or HR, t(70) = 1.48, p = .144. Lastly, the negative social evaluation model did
not significantly moderate quadratic curve for SBP, t(704) = 0.86, p = .389, DBP, t(70) =
0.35, p = .727, or HR, t(634) = 0.40, p = .694.
Lastly, the model did not moderate cardiovascular response patterns at the
recovery task period. The social support model did not significantly moderate magnitude
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change for SBP, t(70) = 0.70, p = .488, DBP, t(70) = 0.003, p = 1, or HR, t(70) = 1.0, p =
.323. Additionally, social support did not moderate linear slope for SBP, t(704) = 0.09, p
= .926, DBP, t(704) = .14, p = .888, or HR, t(704) = 0.44, p = .663. Lastly, social support
did not moderate quadratic curve for SBP, t(704) = 0.43, p = .665, DBP, t(704) = 1.27, p
= .203, or HR, t(704) = 0.33, p = .744. The previously described analyses indicate that
cardiovascular responses at reactivity and recovery did not vary according to the
predictions of the negative social evaluation model.
Negative Emotional Responses: A planned comparison tested the hypothesis of
the negative social evaluation model. Changes in negative emotion for the replication
social support condition were contrasted with changes in negative emotion for the
invisible, visible, and control conditions. Table 1 shows the contrast codes associated
with the mean change in negative emotional responses for each condition. The planned
comparison of the negative social evaluation model failed to reach significance (Ψ= 0.17,
CI = -0.76, 1.10), F (1, 69) = 0.14, p = .715, indicating that change in negative emotions
did not vary according to the predictions of the negative social evaluation model.
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Table 8
Hierarchical Linear Modeling of Cardiovascular Parameters: Test of Negative Social
Evaluation and Social Comparison
Predictors

SBP
Coefficient
(SE)

p

DBP
Coefficient
(SE)

p

HR
Coefficient
(SE)

Pre Support: Intercept
Intercept
122.11 (1.03) <.001
77.68(.68)
<.001
75.94 (1.19)
Soc. Support
0.11 (.61)
.853
0.37 (.40)
.354
0.27 (.70)
Pre Support:
Magnitude
Intercept
-1.66 (.55)
.004
-0.99 (.37)
.007
-0.61 (.53)
Soc. Support
-0.27 (.32)
.403
0.24 (.27)
.274
-0.04 (.31)
Pre Support: Linear
Slopea
Intercept
1.37 (.18)
<.001
0.69 (.16)
<.001
0.60 (.15)
Soc Support
0.14 (.11)
.185
0.06 (.09)
.507
0.07 (.09)
Post Support:
Intercept
Intercept
119.56 (1.01)
<.001
76.45 (.66)
<.001
74.73 (1.15)
Soc. Support
-0.19 (.60)
.751
-0.21 (.39)
.507
0.37 (.68)
Post Support:
Magnitude
Intercept
6.15 (.540)
<.001
2.81 (.53)
<.001
3.67 (.52)
Soc. Support
0.58 (.34)
.096
-0.27 (.31)
.385
-0.30 (.31)
Post Support: Linear
Slopea
Intercept
-0.76 (.17)
<.001
-0.21 (.13)
<.001
-0.56 (.18)
Soc. Support
0.05 (.10)
.620
0.05 (.08)
.499
0.16 (.11)
Post Support: Quadratic
Curvea
Intercept
0.36 (.39)
.354
0.14 (.33)
.683
0.12 (.31)
Soc Support
0.20 (.23)
.389
-0.07 (.190)
.727
-0.07 (.18)
Recovery: Intercept
Intercept
122.92 (1.12)
<.001
77.89 (.73)
<.001
76.96 (1.26)
Soc Support
0.10 (.66)
.884
-0.30 (.43)
.487
0.15 (.74)
Recovery: Magnitude
Intercept
-4.24 (.67)
<.001
-1.66 (.49)
.001
-3.13(.55)
Soc Support
-.28 (.40)
.488
-.0001 (.29)
1
0.32(.32)
Recovery:
Linear Slopea
Intercept
-0.11 (.19)
.551
0.05 (.14)
.747
-0.19(.15)
Soc. Support
0.01 (.11)
.926
-0.01 (.08)
.888
-0.04 (.09)
Recovery: Quadratic
Curvea
Intercept
-0.28 (.41)
.489
-0.26 (.30)
.383
0.04 (.33)
Soc. Support
0.10 (.24)
.665
0.23 (.18)
.203
0.06(.19)
Note: Each bolded subtitle indicates the level 1 predictor; a = Predictor was modeled as fixed

p

<.001
.705

.257
.908
<.001
.464

<.001
.590

<.001
.325

.002
.144
.707
.694
<.001
.839
<.001
.323

.213
.663
.901
.744
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Reflected Appraisal of Inefficacy: Participants in the invisible, visible, and control
conditions rated Confederate 2, the support provider who was referred to as the “other
participant” and they also rated their “student partner”, Confederate 1, who was
instructed not to provide support. Participants in the replication condition only rated their
“student partner” since they did not interact with any “other participant.” Because of this,
ratings of the “other participant” were used for the visible, invisible, and control
conditions, while ratings of the “student partner” were used for the replication condition
to test for the effect of social support provider on negative social evaluation. The wording
and formatting for the item was identical for the “student partner” and the “other
participant.” Table 9 shows the descriptive statistics for this measure. A one-way
ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of support provider, F (3, 59) = 2.81, p =
.047. A Tukey’s post hoc analysis indicated that the two conditions involving visible
social support significantly differed. Participants in the replication condition reported
more inefficacy/social evaluation (M = 3.30, SD = .728) than the participants in the
visible condition that occurred prior to the practice talk (M =2.57, SD = .821). The
invisible condition (M = 2.77, SD = .651) and control condition (M = 2.75, SD = .931)
did not significantly differ from the other conditions. These comparisons indicate that the
visible social support condition was effective at decreasing negative social evaluation in
comparison to the replication condition. Inefficacy ratings for the invisible and control
conditions were not significantly lower than the replication condition, as was predicted.
Reflected appraisal of inefficacy for the “student partner” was also analyzed.
Since Confederate 1 in the invisible, visible and control conditions did not deliver
support, it was expected that she would be rated lower in reflected appraisal of inefficacy
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than the Confederate 1 in the replication condition who delivered support after the
practice talk. A one-way ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of “student
partner” for the social support conditions, F(3, 64) = 4.66, p = .005. According to a
Tukey’s post hoc analysis, the “student partner” in the replication (M = 3.30, SD = .73)
and invisible (M = 3.21, SD = .56) conditions elicited higher ratings of implied
inefficacy/social evaluation than the “student partner” in the visible condition (M = 2.60,
SD = .39). The control condition (M = 2.84, SD = .72) did not significantly differ from
the other three conditions. Contrary to expectations, the comparisons suggested that the
“student partner” in the invisible social support condition, who was instructed not to
provide support, elicited similar feelings of implied inefficacy/social evaluation as the
student partner in the replication condition.
Table 9
Descriptive Statistics of Reflected Appraisal of Inefficacy
Confederate
Student Partner
(Confederate 1)

Social Support Condition
Control

Invisible

Visible

Replication

2.853
(.724)

3.211 (.561)

2.600 (.387)

3.301 (.728)

17

19

15

17

M
(SD)

2.750
(.931)

2.767 (.651)

2.567 (.821)

NA

N

17

15

15

NA

M
(SD)
N
Other Participant
(Confederate 2)

Note: Bold indicates support provider. Reflected appraisal of inefficacy was rated on a five point scale to
the items “My partner/other participant seemed to think I would do fine” and “My partner/other participant
seemed to think I would have a hard time” (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 =
strongly agree).
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3. Test of Social Comparison Model (invisible, visible and control conditions vs. the
replication condition):
Cardiovascular Responses: This model was the direct inverse of the negative
social evaluation model. Therefore, the same dummy-coded variable was used to test the
social comparison model as a moderator of the hypothesized cardiovascular patterns:
magnitude change, linear slope, and quadratic curve. Since the negative social
evaluation model was not a significant moderator for any of the cardiovascular patterns at
any of the task periods, it can be inferred that social comparison was also not a significant
moderator. Refer to Table 8 and the statistics described above for the negative social
evaluation model, which illustrates the inverse results for the social comparison model.
Negative Emotional Responses: The negative social evaluation and social
comparison models were tested with the same planned comparison since they made
directly inverse predictions. Since the planned comparison for the negative social
evaluation was not significant, the planned comparison of the social comparison model
also failed to reach significance (Ψ = -0.17, CI = -1.10, 0.76), F (1, 69) = 0.14, p = .715.
Social Comparison: Participants in the invisible, visible, and control conditions
rated the support provider who was referred to as “other participant” and they also rated
their “student partner”, who was instructed not to provide support. Participants in the
replication condition only rated their “student partner” since they did not interact with
any “other participant.” Because of this, ratings of the “other participant” for the visible,
invisible, and control conditions were used to test social comparison for to the support
provider. Ratings of the “student partner” were used for the replication condition to test
for the effect of support provider on negative social evaluation. Table 10 shows the
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descriptive statistics for this measure. A one-way ANOVA revealed a non-significant
trend for the effect of social support condition on upward social comparison towards the
support provider, F (3, 57) = 2.21, p = .096). The replication condition (M = 1.86, SD =
0.95) was rated similarly to the invisible (M = 1.54, SD = .84) and visible condition (M =
1.53, SD = .98). These values ranged from feeling “ a little” to “moderately” less
knowledgeable and more nervous than the support provider. The control condition
reported feeling “a little” less knowledgeable and more nervous than the support provider
(M =0 .96, SD = 0.92).
Ratings for the “student partner” were also analyzed. There was no significant
main effect of social support condition for student partner, F (3, 69) = 0.34, p = .794.
Averaging across conditions, participants were likely to feel “ a little” to “moderately”
less knowledgeable and more nervous than their student partner, (M = 1.76, SD = 0.95).
Table 10
Descriptive Statistics of Upward Social Comparison
Confederate
Student Partner
(Confederate 1)
M
(SD)

Social Support Condition
Control
1.611
(.1.079)

Invisible
1.850
(.905)

Visible
1.647
(.1.027)

Replication
1.861 (.947)

18

20

17

18

M
(SD)

.962
(.923)

1.536
(.843)

1.529
(.976)

NA

N

13

14

17

NA

N
Other Participant
(Confederate 2)

Note: Bold indicates support provider. Social comparison was rated on a five point scale to the items “I felt
less knowledgeable than my student partner/ other participant” and “I felt more nervous than my student
partner/other participant” (0 = not at all, 1 = a little, 2 = moderately , 3 = quite a bit, 4 = extremely
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Supplementary Analyses
Individual Differences in Trait Emotions: Since none of the models predicted
negative emotions, a set of supplementary analyses were conducted to test for other
potential predictors of negative emotions. This is important because of the considerably
large variability in reports of negative emotion. Individual differences in emotional
responding likely contributed to this variability, and may have helped mask potential
effects of social support on negative emotions. Therefore, trait reports of anxiety,
hostility, neuroticism and social interaction anxiety were correlated with pre-stressor,
post-stressor onset, and change in negative emotions. I also tested whether the support
conditions differed in trait emotions.
A Pearson’s correlation was conducted to test the relationship between trait
emotions and pre-stressor, post-stressor onset, and change in negative emotions. Table 11
shows the correlation matrix of these variables. For pre-stressor negative emotions,
anxiety, r(73) = .615, p < .01, hostility, r(73), p < .01, neuroticism, r(73) = .376, p < .01,
and social interaction anxiety r(73) = .483, p < .01, were all significantly correlated with
pre-stressor negative emotions. Post-stressor onset negative emotion was significantly
correlated with anxiety, r(73) = .366, p <.01, neuroticism, r(73) = .314, p <.01 and social
interaction anxiety r(73) = .466, p < .01. Conversely, post-stressor negative emotion was
not significantly correlated with hostility r(73) = .131, p > .05. Social interaction anxiety
was the only variable that was significantly correlated with change in negative emotion,
r(73) = .208, p <.05. This indicates that individuals with more social interaction anxiety
demonstrated a greater change in negative emotion from pre-stressor to post-stress onset.
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Table 11
Correlation Matrix of Negative Emotions, Anxiety, Hostility, Neuroticism, and Social
Interaction Anxiety
Variable
M
1. Pre-Stressor
Negative
Emotion
0.718
2. PostStressor
Negative
Emotion
1.084
3. Change in
Negative
Emotion
0.367

SD

Range

1

0.410

0-4

--

0.684

0-4

0.581

0-4

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. Anxiety

2.019

0.505

1-4 .615** .366** -.003

5. Hostility

2.568

0.757

1-7 .325** .131

6. Neuroticism 2.555

0.543

1-5 .376** .314** .104 .596** .099

7. Social
Interaction
Anxiety

0.637

0-4 .483** .466** .208* .661** .328** .637** --

1.310

-.075 .440**
--

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, N = 73

Pre-existing differences in trait emotions were then analyzed across social support
conditions. A one-way between groups ANOVA indicated there was no main effect of
social support condition for social interaction anxiety, F(3, 69) = .473, p =.702,
neuroticism, F (3, 69) = .378, p = .769, anxiety, F (3, 69) = .174, p = .912, or hostility, F
(3, 69) = .257, p = .856, suggesting that social support conditions did not differ in trait
emotions prior to the social support manipulation.
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Dyadic Interactions as Predictors of Negative Emotions: Participants in the
invisible, visible, and control conditions interacted with both the support provider and
their student partner. Therefore, negative emotions were likely influenced by both of
these dyadic interactions. Reflected appraisal of inefficacy, social comparison, and
perceived supportiveness may indicate the participants’ subjective experience of their
interaction with the social support provider and student partner. Therefore, I correlated
negative emotion with reflected appraisal of inefficacy, social comparison, and perceived
supportiveness for the support provider and the student partner. These items were then
tested in a multiple regression analysis to determine which variables were the best
predictor of changes in negative emotion. Table 12 shows the correlation matrix of the
variables entered into the regression model. Reflected appraisal of inefficacy and social
comparison for both the student partner and other participant were significantly
correlated with changes in negative emotion. Perceived supportiveness of the student
partner was also significantly correlated with changes in negative emotion. Conversely,
perceived supportiveness of the other participant was not a significant predictor of
changes in negative emotion.
The six predictors were entered into a regression model to predict changes in
negative emotion. It is important to note that participants in the replication condition were
dropped out of the analysis since they did not interact with any “other participant.” Table
13 shows the results of the model. Overall, the predictors explained 40.0 % of the
variance in changes in negative emotions, F(6, 31) = 3.49, p = .009. Only one variable
significantly predicted changes in negative emotions when entered simultaneously into
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the regression model. Social comparison with the “other participant” significantly
predicted changes in negative emotion, (β = .339, r =.286, p < .05).

Table 12
Correlation of Change in Negative Emotions with Social Comparison, Reflected
Appraisal of Inefficacy, and Supportiveness for “Other Participant” and “Student
Partner”
Variable

M

SD

1. Change in
Negative Emotion 0.367 0.581
2. Social
Comparison:
Other Participant 1.386 0.927
3. Reflected
Appraisal of
Inefficacy: Other
Participant
2.680 0.713
4. Supportiveness:
Other Participant 0.957 0.613
5. Social
Comparison:
Student Partner
1.747 0.947
6. Reflected
Appraisal of
Inefficacy:
Student Partner
3.015 0.669

N

1

2

73

--

44

.345*

50

.294* -.232

44

-.113

3

4

5

6

--

.120

--.082

--

73

.446** .425** .309* -.004

--

68

.333** -.034 .676** -.102 .268*

-.

7. Supportiveness:
Student Partner
1.209 0.861

73

.243*

.263

.010

.090

.219 314**

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01

Those who experienced more social comparison with the “other participant”
tended to have greater changes in negative emotion. Reflected appraisal of inefficacy, (β
= .167, r =.294, p > .05) and supportiveness, (β = -.082, r =-.133, p > .05) for the “other
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participant” were not associated with change in negative emotion. Social comparison for
the “student partner” did not predict changes in negative emotion, (β = .044, r =.446, p >
.05). Reflected appraisal of inefficacy with the “student partner” demonstrated a nonsignificant trend as a positive predictor of changes in negative emotion (β = .388, r =
.487, p < .10). In summary, these results suggest that social comparison with the “other
participant,” who was the support provider, was the strongest predictor of change in
negative emotion.

Table 13
Regression Analysis Predicting Change in Negative Emotion with Social Comparison,
Reflected Appraisal of Inefficacy, and Supportiveness for “Other Participant” and
“Student Partner”
Predictor
Social Comparison: Other
Participant
Reflected Appraisal of
Inefficacy: Other Participant
Supportiveness: Other
Participant
Social Comparison: Student
Partner
Reflected Appraisal of
Inefficacy: Student Partner
Supportiveness: Other
Participant

b

SE

b

.215**

.116

.339

.126

.158

.167

-.082

.085

-.137

.026

.108

.044

.375*

.176

.388

.159.

.166

.142

Note. *p < .10, **p<.05, F(6, 31) = 3.485, p = .009, R2 = .400.

Additionally, dyadic interactions were explored separately by social support
condition. For the invisible, visible and control conditions, change in negative emotions
was correlated with reflected appraisal of inefficacy, social comparison, and perceived
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supportiveness for both the “other participant” and the “student partner.” For the
replication condition, negative emotions were only correlated with the items
corresponding to the “student partner” since they did not interact with any “other
participant.” See Table 14 for the correlation matrix. The correlations among these
variables did not show a consistent pattern across the support conditions. For the control
condition, reflected appraisal of inefficacy for the “student partner”, r(16) = .558, p < .05
and for the “other participant”, r(18) = .553, p < .05, were the only variables that were
significantly positively correlated with changes in negative emotions. For the invisible
support condition, none of the variables were significantly correlated with changes in
negative emotions. For the visible social support condition, social comparison for the
“other participant”, r(12) =.758, p <.01, was significantly positively associated with
changes in negative emotions. Additionally, ratings of supportiveness for the “student
partner”, r(17) = .565, p < .05, were significantly positively associated with changes in
negative emotions, indicating that higher ratings of supportiveness were correlated with a
greater change in negative emotion. For the replication condition, social comparison to
the “student partner” r(18) = .688, p < .01, was significantly positively correlated with
change in negative emotions. Reflective appraisal of inefficacy and supportiveness for the
student partner were not significantly correlated with change in negative emotions. These
results suggest that subjective experiences with the “other participant” and the “student
partner” did not equally relate to change in negative emotions for each of the social
support conditions.
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Table 14
Correlation of Change in Negative Emotions Social Comparison, Reflected Appraisal of
Inefficacy, and Supportiveness for “Other Participant” and “Student Partner”

Variable
1. Change in
Negative
Emotion
2. Social
Comparison:
Other Participant
3. Reflected
Appraisal of
Inefficacy:
Other Participant
4.
Supportiveness:
Other Participant
5 Social
Comparison:
Student Partner
6. Reflected
Appraisal of
Inefficacy:
Student Partner
7.
Supportiveness:
Student Partner

Control
Change
in
Negative
N Emotion

Social Support Condition
Invisible
Visible
Change
Change
in
in
Negative
Negative
N
Emotion N Emotion

Replication
Change
in
Negative
N
Emotion

18

--

20

--

17

--

18

--

12

-.063

14

.349

17

.758**

NA

NA

16

.558*

15

.262

15

.018

NA

NA

12

-.269

14

-.066

16

.054

NA

NA

18

.090

20

.374

17

.342

18

.688**

17

.533*

19

.137

15

.479

17

.263

18

.312

20

.050

17

.564*.

18

.455

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, bold indicates the support provider

Discussion
The results for negative emotions and cardiovascular responses were mixed.
Social support did not affect negative emotions, but did affect cardiovascular responses.
The findings show that individuals exposed to visible or invisible support prior to a
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practice speech showed more attenuated cardiovascular responses during the stress task
than those exposed to visible supported after the practice talk or who did not receive any
social support. Follow-up analyses indicated that there were no differences between
invisibly and visibly supported individuals who received social support before the
practice talk. Additionally, social support received after the practice talk was no more
detrimental to cardiovascular responses than the absence of social support. These findings
are not consistent with previous research. Bolger and Amarel (2007) found that invisible
social support alleviated negative emotional responses to acute stress in contrast to visible
social support. Instead, the current research suggests that visible social support, when
delivered appropriately before the practice talk, can alleviate cardiovascular responses
just as effectively as invisible social support.
Effects of Social Support Visibility on Cardiovascular Responses to Acute Stress
The prediction that social support provided in contexts of low negative social
evaluation would alleviate cardiovascular responses to stress was supported. People who
received social support from a non-evaluative social support provider before the practice
talk showed attenuated cardiovascular responses, regardless of whether they received
visible or invisible social support. As in Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) study, participants
who were supported after the practice talk received support from a potentially evaluative
student partner who had observed the participant’s performance. Participants who
received social support provider after the practice speech showed similar cardiovascular
patterns to people who were not supported at all. The results of the current study align
with previous research that has demonstrated that social support is ineffective at
alleviating physiological responses to stress when an evaluative peer, partner, or audience
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provides social support (e.g., Allen et al., 1991, Hughes, 2005, Kirschbaum et al., 1995,
Taylor et al., 2010). Potential for negative social evaluation was reduced in the current
study by having a non-evaluative peer provide either invisible or visible social support
before a practice talk. To summarize the results of the current study, visible acts of social
support did not alleviate cardiovascular responses in contexts of high negative social
evaluation but were just as effective as invisible social support in contexts of low
negative social evaluation.
Several factors could explain the pattern of results. Bolger and Amarel (2007)
proposed that visible social support increases negative emotions through the
communication of inefficacy. Implied inefficacy may also affect cardiovascular
responses. The current study indicated that visible social support was more likely to
communicate inefficacy when participants were supported after the practice talk than
when participants were supported before the practice talk. This finding suggests that the
communication of inefficacy was more likely to occur in situations involving a high
potential of negative social evaluation, as was the case when support was provided after
the evaluation of the practice talk. In situations where potential for negative social
evaluation was low, visible social support was less likely to communicate inefficacy.
Invisible and visible social support delivered prior to the practice talk may have been
equally effective at alleviating cardiovascular responses during the stress task because
they both avoided communicating inefficacy
These results suggest that minimizing potential for negative social evaluation
should in turn minimize the risk that visible social support communicates inefficacy.
Future studies should test whether invisible social support is more beneficial in situations
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where it is difficult to minimize negative social evaluation. For example, providing
unsolicited information or advice to an individual under stress may be especially difficult
to do without implying inefficacy and increasing potential for negative social evaluation.
Even though information or advice could potentially benefit the recipient by enhancing
his or her coping resources, previous research has shown that informational social
support tends to be perceived as less nurturing and more controlling than emotional social
support (Trobst, 2000). Additionally, informational social support increases
cardiovascular responses to stress because of heightened threat appraisal and reduced
perceptions of coping resources (Hughes, 2005). In contrast with previous research, the
current study demonstrated that informational social support delivered by a nonevaluative peer was able to reduce cardiovascular responses to stress. However, in
everyday situations it may be difficult to reduce the potential for negative social
evaluation. Information or advice delivered in a subtler and invisible manner may
therefore be more beneficial.
Social support delivered in the context of high negative social evaluation was
clearly ineffective in this study. It is important to determine whether visible social
support was ineffective at alleviating cardiovascular responses because it was perceived
as unsupportive. If the social support provider’s behavior was perceived as inappropriate
or insulting, social support could have more likely implied that the participant was
incapable of coping with the stressor. Similar to Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) findings,
participants who were visibly supported before or after the practice talk felt that the
support providers’ actions were well intentioned and supportive, when compared to
participants who were invisibly supported or not supported at all. This finding indicates
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that perceived supportiveness was dissociated from cardiovascular responses to stress.
Despite being perceived as supportive, visible social support received after the practice
talk did not alleviate cardiovascular or negative emotional responses to stress.
Conversely, participants who were supported prior to the practice talk showed attenuated
cardiovascular responses, regardless of perceived supportiveness. These results help to
rule out the possibility that subjective experiences of supportiveness influenced
cardiovascular responses to stress. Other studies have similarly reported dissociation
between perceived supportiveness and stress responses (Christian & Stoney, 2006;
Gramer & Reitbauer, 2010; Taylor et al., 2010). Since perceived supportiveness did not
predict stress, there were likely other psychological processes that modulated the
influence of social support on cardiovascular responses.
One psychological process that was tested in the current study was engagement in
upward social comparison. According to the theory of social comparison, individuals
compare themselves to similar others in order to assess their own abilities (Festinger,
1954). Individuals experience greater stress when they determine that the socially
comparable peer is more capable of handling the stressor (Fisher, Nadler, and WitcherAlgana, 1982). In Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) study, social comparison did not mediate
the effects of social support visibility on responses to stress, possibly because participants
perceived the social support provider as less similar since she was engaged in a much less
demanding writing task. In the current study, participants received social support from a
more socially similar peer who was assigned and had just completed the same stressful
speech task. Despite this similarity, social comparison did not influence cardiovascular
responses to stress. Contrary to the predictions of the social comparison model,
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cardiovascular responses were most attenuated for individuals who received social
support from a socially similar peer. This suggests that social comparison was not the
primary psychological process through which social support affected cardiovascular
responses to stress.
The previously described results suggest that social support may affect
cardiovascular responses through other appraisal and coping processes other than social
comparison and perceived supportiveness. The informational social support delivered
before the practice talk, may have enhanced participants coping resources because they
learned how to structure and deliver their speech. According to Lazarus’ (1975)
transactional model of stress, when sufficient resources are available to cope with a
stressful event, individuals are more likely to appraise the event as a challenge rather than
a threat. Although challenge appraisal increases effort to cope with the stressor and
therefore elevates cardiovascular responsiveness during stress exposure, challenge
appraisal reduces cardiovascular responses during anticipation and recovery (Dienstbier,
1989; Schwerdtfeger, Konermann, & Schonhofen, 2008). For the current study,
cardiovascular responses were analyzed during an anticipation and recovery period in
addition to a preparation and practice period. It is important to note that the anticipation
period occurred immediately after the participants gave their practice talk, so these
responses could reflect both recovery from the practice talk and anticipation of their final
talk. Individuals supported prior to the practice talk showed a more pronounced decline
in cardiovascular responsiveness during the anticipation period in contrast to participants
who were supported after the practice talk or who did not receive any support. This
pattern suggests that informational social support received prior to the practice talk may
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have enhanced coping resources and reduced perceived threat. Less prolonged
cardiovascular responses during the anticipation period may indicate adaptive coping and
thereby contribute to better health (Brosschot et al., 2005, 2006). Conversely, visible
social support delivered after the practice talk and an absence of support enhanced threat
appraisal, as indicated by more prolonged cardiovascular responsiveness during the
anticipation period.
Although social support predicted cardiovascular responses during stress
exposure, responsiveness at recovery was not affected by the social support manipulation.
This could be the result of the methodological approach used to measure cardiovascular
responsiveness. Cardiovascular responses were measured at 5-minute intervals. Since
cardiovascular responses began to show a decline during the anticipation period,
responses likely returned to baseline by the time of the first measurement of recovery was
obtained. Additionally, the practice talk in itself was likely perceived as an acute stressor.
Responses obtained during the anticipation period, which was after the practice talk, may
reflect cardiovascular recovery from the practice talk, in addition to anticipation. If that is
the case, social support received before the practice talk may have contributed to faster
recovery. Regardless of whether the cardiovascular responses reflected anticipation or
recovery, heightened responsiveness during either recovery or anticipation indicates
increased threat appraisal. Therefore, it can still be concluded that individuals who did
not receive support or who were supported visibly after the practice talk perceived the
stress task as more threatening.
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Effects of Social Support Visibility on Negative Emotional Responses to Acute Stress
Although cardiovascular responses depended on the social support manipulation,
the results for negative emotions were less conclusive. Neither invisible nor visible social
support received prior to the practice speech alleviated negative emotions. Previous
research has demonstrated that cardiovascular responses do not always correspond well
with negative emotions evoked by perceived threat (Gerin et al., 1992, Kamarck et al.,
1990; Lepore et al., 1993, Lepore, 1998). A lack of correspondence between negative
emotions and cardiovascular responses is sometimes the result of methodological issues
in the measurement of emotion (Feldman et al., 1999). For example, negative emotions
are usually assessed at two time points, once at baseline and once after post-stressor
onset. Conversely, cardiovascular responses are typically measured continuously, or
multiple times throughout stress exposure. In the current study, cardiovascular responses
were measured multiple times during stressor exposure and recovery, and therefore may
have been more sensitive to the social support manipulation. Negative emotions were
measured once at baseline, and once during the anticipation period, which was predicted
to be the most stressful. However, cardiovascular responses actually began to decline
during the anticipation period, suggesting that this may not have been the most stressful
time of the speech task. Negative emotions may have also declined by the time that they
were assessed in the current study, thus contributing to the null results.
As noted by Feldman et al. (1999), negative emotions are difficult to detect
because of their relatively short duration. Therefore, another methodological factor that
must be considered is the length of time between the social support manipulation and the
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measurement of post-stressor onset negative emotions. In contrast to Bolger and
Amarel’s (2007) study, there was a longer time period between the social support
manipulation and the assessment of negative emotions. This change was necessary
because of the inclusion of cardiovascular responses. As indicated above, negative
emotions may have subsided by the time they were measured, thus contributing to the
null result for negative emotions. Future research may benefit from more real time
measures of negative emotions. Continuous ratings of emotional experience have been
obtained with a rating dial measure (Mauss et al., 2005; Ruef & Levenson, 2007). A
participant moves a pointer along a 180° scale, with anchors of “0° = none at all” and
“180° = very high). Participants are instructed to dial the position as often as necessary to
reflect their current amount of negative emotions felt. Additionally, this continuous
assessment of emotion predicts arousal and physiological responses to stressors.
The duration of emotions is also influenced by the importance of the emotioneliciting experience and the intensity of the emotions at onset (Verduyn, Delvaux, Coillie,
Tuerlinckx, & Van Mechelen, 2009). In contrast to Bolger and Amarel (2007), the
participants in the current study were slightly less invested in the speech task. On
average, they rated the topic as “moderately important”, whereas the participants in
Bolger and Amarel’s study rated the topic as “quite a bit important.” Verduyn et al.
(2009) found that individuals who are more invested in a situation tend to experience
more prolonged emotions such as fear, anger, and sadness. Since participants in the
current study were less invested in their topic, they may have experienced a shorter
duration of negative emotions than participants in the previous research who were more
invested. Additionally, participants in the current study reported less intense negative
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emotions at baseline in contrast to participants in Bolger and Amarel’s study. These
observations suggest that reduced emotional intensity and investment may have
attenuated the duration of negative emotions, thus potentially reducing the impact of the
social support manipulation on negative emotions. Future research should determine if
social support visibility has a stronger impact on negative emotions when individuals are
highly invested and experience more intense negative emotions before stressor-onset.
Dyadic Relationships and Responses to Stress
In contrast to Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) social support manipulation,
participants in the current study who received support prior to the practice talk interacted
with two confederates. Few experimental studies have tested the robustness of social
support in the context of multiple social interactions. Instead, social support has often
been manipulated with one interaction between the support providers and the recipient.
Emotional and cardiovascular responsiveness in the current study could have resulted
from interactions with either the support provider or with the student partner who did not
provide support. Indeed, previous research has shown that a neutral and unresponsive
confederate can heighten responses to stress (see O’Donovan & Hughes, 2008). This may
explain why participants who were not supported by either confederate showed
cardiovascular responsiveness similar to those who received visible social support after
the practice talk. Additionally, reflected appraisal of inefficacy that was attributed to the
non-responsive student partner predicted more elevated negative emotions. Researchers
may want to consider the role of multiple social interactions when determining the effects
of social support on responses to stress. A negative social interaction may either
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potentiate or attenuate the beneficial effects of social support provided by a different
supportive peer.
Relationship closeness may also impact cardiovascular and emotional responses
to stress. In an attempt to decrease potential for negative social evaluation in the current
study, the interaction between the support provider and the recipient was reduced for
individuals who were supported prior to the practice talk, thus limiting the closeness
between the support provider and the recipient. Previous research has demonstrated that
different levels of closeness predict physiological responsiveness to enacted social
support (Smith, Loving, Crockett, & Campbell, 2009). Additionally, social support
visibility may be especially important for couples in close interpersonal relationships
(Bolger et al., 2000; Howland & Simpson, 2010). Individuals supported prior to the
practice talk may not have been negatively affected by visible social support because they
did not have an established relationship with the support provider. For those who were
supported after the practice talk, the researcher established a relationship between the
social support provider and the recipient by labeling them as “student partners”, just as in
Bolger and Amarel’s (2007) study. These individuals may have therefore been more
sensitive to visible social support, as shown by more prolonged cardiovascular
responsiveness.
Additionally, research has indicated that for intimate couples, negative emotions
are more likely elicited when recipients cannot reciprocate emotional social support
(Gleason, Bolger, Iida, & Shrout, 2008). Invisible social support may more effectively
alleviate stress because recipients benefit from social support without feeling the need to
reciprocate it. However, social support visibility may not matter as much for less intimate
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relationships, especially when potential for negative social evaluation is removed. For
those who were supported before the practice talk in the current study, visible social
support alleviated cardiovascular responses to the same extent as invisible social support.
Future research should manipulate both relationship intimacy and negative social
evaluation to determine if social support visibility matters most in highly evaluative or
highly intimate social interactions, and matters least in less evaluative or less intimate
social interactions.
In an attempt to control for relationship quality and gender, the current study only
examined support that was delivered by a same-sex female confederate. Previous
research has shown that relationship quality and gender moderates the impact of social
support on responses to stress. Uno, Uchino, and Smith, (2002) suggested that many
relationships are characterized by feelings of both positivity and negativity, and
demonstrated that social support delivered from such ambivalent ties increased
responsiveness to stress. Additionally, Phillips, Gallagher, & Carroll (2009) have shown
that social support delivered by a same-sex female friend elevated cardiovascular
responses to stress in contrast to social support delivered by a stranger or oppositegendered friend. Future research should determine whether social support visibility
depends on or interacts with relationship quality and gender. Females may be more likely
to engage in upward social comparison or feel negatively evaluated when interacting with
either an ambivalent support provider or a more similar same-sex friend. Since the
current study suggests that social support visibility may be most important when potential
for negative social evaluation is high, individuals who receive support from ambivalent
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or same-gendered relationships may be more likely to benefit from invisible social
support.
If the effects of social support visibility are dependent on the potential for
negative social evaluation, it may be important to assess other physiological responses
and emotions that are particularly sensitive to social context. Social situations that
involve potential for negative social evaluation elicit the self-conscious emotions of
shame and embarrassment (Dickerson, Mycek, & Zaldiver, 2008). In contrast to
individuals who were supported before the practice talk, individuals who lacked support
or who received support after the practice talk may have felt more shame or
embarrassment over their performance. In turn, these emotional responses may have
contributed to perceived threat, therefore prolonging cardiovascular responsiveness
during anticipation. However, few studies have established a relationship between the
self-conscious emotions and cardiovascular responsiveness. Instead, these emotions are
particularly linked to the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.
The HPA axis is responsive to negative social evaluation and produces the stress
hormone cortisol (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004). Individuals who experience shame and
embarrassment tend to show exaggerated cortisol responses to psychosocial stress
(Dickerson Gruenewald, & Kemeny, 2004). Future research should determine whether
self-conscious emotions and social evaluative threat are especially elicited by visible
social support and are related to cardiovascular responsiveness to stress. Likewise,
invisible social support may be less likely to elicit these self-conscious emotions and
produce less exaggerated cardiovascular and cortisol responses to stress.
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Individual Differences and Social Support Visibility
Individual differences may also influence the effect of social support visibility on
responses to stress. A supplementary analysis of individual differences in the current
study demonstrated that social interaction anxiety predicted negative emotional responses
to stress. Individuals who experience higher levels of social interaction anxiety may be
more sensitive to visible social support, or may be more likely to benefit from invisible
social support, especially when potential for negative social evaluation is high.
Unfortunately, social interaction anxiety could not be tested as a moderator because of
low statistical power when condition was also included. Future research should determine
whether the effects of social support visibility are moderated by social interaction
anxiety.
Previous research has also indicated that more hostile individuals respond more
negatively to social support. For example, hostile individuals have shown elevated
cardiovascular responsiveness and negative emotions as a result of social support (e.g.,
Lepore, 1995; Chen et al., 2005; Vella, Kamarck, & Shiffman, 2008; Holt-Lunstad,
Smith, & Uchino, 2008). Hostile individuals may be particularly responsive to social
support because they may be more likely to misinterpret the supportive acts and
subsequently feel more negatively evaluated. The current research suggests that social
support and social interactions that increase feelings of inefficacy and negative social
evaluation contribute to greater cardiovascular responsiveness. Since hostility was not
tested in the current study, future research should determine whether hostility moderates
the effects of social support visibility on responses to stress. If invisible social support
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decreases feelings of implied inefficacy and negative social evaluation, then hostile
individuals may show more attenuated, rather than exaggerated, responses to stress.
Limitations
Methodological limitations in the current study should be addressed in future
research. First, the four social support manipulations did not occur at the same time. The
invisible, visible and control social support manipulations occurred earlier than the
replication condition. As a result, negative emotions and the manipulation checks for the
invisible, visible and control conditions were assessed after longer delay than the
replication condition. Whereas there was approximately a 5-minute delay between the
manipulation of the replication condition and the assessment of negative emotions, there
was approximately a 15-minute delay between the manipulation of invisible, visible and
control conditions and the assessment of negative emotions. Consequently, this longer
delay may have weakened the effect of social support visibility on negative emotions and
could have contributed to the null results.
A second and related limitation is that some participants who received visible
social support before the practice speech did not report that they received social support
on the social support manipulation checklist. Individuals who received visible social
support should have checked that they received social support, regardless of whether it
was received before or after the practice speech. The continuous measurement of
supportiveness did indicate that visible social support received either before or after the
practice talk was perceived as more supportive than invisible and control conditions.
This suggests that the discrepancy between the two visible social support conditions may
have resulted from the difference in the temporal proximity of the manipulation check.
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Because of the longer time delay between the receipt of social support and the
manipulation check, participants who were visibly supported before the practice talk may
have been less likely to recall the social support. Future work should address these above
limitations by manipulating social support visibility in both high and low contexts of
negative social evaluation at the same time.
Conclusion
Despite a large body of research implicating social support as fundamental to
psychological and physical well being, the mechanisms by which social support promote
health and psychological functioning remain unclear. Previous research has shown that
ineffective social support can exaggerate and prolong stress responsiveness, especially
for women. In turn, heightened and prolonged responses to stress predict future health
problems. Subtler, invisible acts of social support have been proposed to be more
effective at alleviating stress because they avoid communicating that the recipient is
inefficacious. However, delivering invisible social support may be difficult to accomplish
because it requires that the support provider skillfully deliver social support in such a way
that the recipient gains the benefits of social support while being unaware. It is therefore
important to determine whether it is visible social support that primarily exaggerates
negative emotional and cardiovascular response to stress, or whether there are other
underlying factors that contribute to exaggerated responsiveness to stress.
The current study demonstrated that social support visibility per se was not the
primary predictor of cardiovascular responses to stress. Instead, it may be the
communication of inefficacy that drives the negative effects of visible social support, as
first proposed by Bolger and Amarel (2007). Social support, regardless of visibility,
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decreased cardiovascular responses to stress when it was provided in such a way that
minimized the communication of inefficacy and reduced potential for negative social
evaluation. Social support visibility may be more important in contexts of high negative
social evaluation, and future research should examine other individual and situational
factors that contribute to the effects of social support visibility on responses to stress.
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Appendix A
Experimental Script
P= Participant, C1-Confederate1, C2=Confederate 2, Italics=actions , BOLD= KEY
STEPS
Greet Participant and Confederate1 in the waiting area
*Ask both P and C their names and write them down on a sheet of paper attached to the
clipboard.
*Ask if P and C have heard of the study from another participant
*Lead P and C into Family Lab and have them sit in the main room on the bench next to
the table.
Thanks to both of you for coming in. This is a study about psychological and
physiological processes of grades and grading. The way the study is designed, we are
seeing participants in pairs. However, right now, you will first be split up at the beginning
of the study for confidentiality reasons when you go through the informed consent
procedures and fill out some questionnaires. Later, you will be paired up again.
Pretend to check sheet on clipboard: P, I am assigned to go through the informed
consent procedures with you in this room Point to the large side room w/ cameras, while
C, another researcher assistant will go over the informed consent with you in this room.
Direct and lead P to the side room. Tell C1 that another experimenter will come in
shortly. Ask P to sit in chair next to the round table.
To P: During this study, your blood pressure and heart rate will be measured and you
will fill out some questionnaires while you do some academic like tasks. I’ll explain all
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the procedures in more detail as we go along. Please read this now and sign if you agree
to participate.
GIVE AND COLLECT CONSENT FORMS
As with all psychological experiments, you’re free to drop out at any time. Also,
you can request that any of your responses not be used.
If you are ready to begin, I ask that you now turn of your cell phone so that you will not
be distracted during the study.
Now I will fit your with a blood pressure monitor which will be used throughout
the study to measure your heart rate and blood pressure.
Fit P with blood pressure monitor on left arm according to protocol
When the cuff is in use, it will inflate and deflate. It may feel uncomfortable at
times, but should never feel painful. Please let me know if you think the cuff is painful,
and I will do my best to adjust it.
Throughout study, you will take the blood pressure readings yourself. A tone will
sound from this iPod, (show iPod). This tone will notify you when to take each
measurement. Here is the list of guidelines for you to follow when you take each
measurement, which I will go over right now. Indicate Blood Pressure guidelines.
For each measurement, please hang your arm loosely and slightly away from your
body. Please minimize movement and do not flex your muscles or move the hand and
fingers of the cuffed arm. Please indicate if you are feeling any amount of discomfort or
if you think the monitor is not working.
Right now, we will do a practice. Make sure participant understands, and move on
TAKE PRACTICE MEASURMENT
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: Now I will have you rest for a few minutes until the iPod alerts you for the first
reading.
WAIT TO CONTINUE UNTIL IPOD ALERTS OF FIRST READING AND BP
READING IS TAKEN
Before we go on, I would like to get some information. First, since we are measuring
physiological responses, I will need to know if you are taking any medications that may
interfere with these. Please write down any medications that you are currently taking or
have taken within the last month on this sheet. Afterwards you will complete a
questionnaire
HAND MEDICATION SHEET TO PARTICIPANT, RETRIEVE WHEN IT IS
COMPLETED
For this first questionnaire and the rest of the questionnaires I give you, I want you to
read the instructions carefully but don’t spend too much time thinking about each
response, just write down the first thing that comes to mind. Also, please fill out each
question in order and don’t go back and change any of your answers.
GIVE Q1
Now I would like you to go back to question 1 on the first page. Whichever topic you
checked as “most important to you”, I want you to write that topic name on the bottom of
the first page-where it says “for researcher use.”
AFTER PARTICPANT WRITES DOWN TOPIC, COLLECT Q1 AND SEPARATE
TOP SHEET AND PLACE INTO CLIPBOARD
WAIT FOR 2ND BASELINE READING, IF NECESSARY, BEFORE BRINGING
BACK C1
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Now I will check to see if the other participant is ready for the rest of the study.
Leave room through back door and guide C1 back to the experiment room.
Seat her next to the participant
Let me tell you both more about the study. Our main focus is how a teacher’s
knowledge of past performance can influence grades. For example, if you’ve done well in
the past it may take something extra to impress a teacher. Or, if you haven’t done well,
teachers may bring a negative bias to how they grade your work.
Another focus of our research is on the student’s experience of preparing for and
receiving grades. This includes an individual’s psychological and physiological responses
during an academic task. So, several times during the study, you’ll get short
questionnaires to fill out and will have your blood pressure and heart rate measured–
that’s so we can track your thoughts, feelings, and physiological responses during this
process.
Here’s what you’ll do today. You’ve each been randomly assigned to two different types
academic tasks.
Pretend to check sheet on clipboard for “conditions”
C, you’ll write a short essay that will be evaluated by two graduate teaching
assistants and you will write this essay here. (Indicate side table) And P, you will deliver
a brief talk to two TA’s in a separate room.
Both of you will base your essay or speech on the topic that you selected as “most
important to you” in the first questionnaire you filled out. The reason we do this is to
make it as similar to a class situation where you are able to present and argue your own
ideas and point of view. (If the iPod goes off, tell C1 that she is on a different schedule)
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I said before that our main focus is on the influence of past performance on
grading. Here’s how we’re looking at that:
P, You’ll deliver your talk to two teaching assistants, one will grade your talk
having some knowledge of your past performance by having seen that top sheet of this
questionnaire (indicate sheet) with your academic information. The second TA listening
to your speech has been trained to rate the talks based on specific competence cues. And
that TA will not see your top sheet. So basically, we’ll be comparing the two evaluations.
Both TA’s will let you know the score and grade that you got after you’re done.
C1, your task is similar. One TA will grade your essay having seen the top sheet
of your first questionnaire, the second TA will score you based on objective criteria. I
want to emphasize that none of the TA’s will see any other part of this questionnaire or
any of the other questionnaires you fill out.
There are several stages to what we’re doing and a few people involved, so our
time is structured tightly. There are also other participants in the other rooms going
through the same study and I will need to give them questionnaires later, but I will make
sure that you are not interrupted.
To P: Since it’s hard to get up in front of people, it turns out that the best way to prepare,
given the amount of time we have, is to talk aloud to a practice audience. Before you
practice out-loud, you will have 3 minutes to plan your talk. In the meantime, C1 will
prepare her essay. Afterwards, C, you’ll assist P by being her practice audience. P, you
will have 3 minutes to practice your talk.
Are there any questions?
Now you will be separated again so you both can prepare your talk and essay in private.
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C1, you will stay in here to prepare your essay (Hand scratch paper to C1 and seat her at
the large table)
P you will plan your talk in the other room (lead P to main room and close the door; seat
her at the table so that she faces the main entrance.
To P: Before you get started, you need to fill out this questionnaire
HAND OUT QUESTIONNAIRE 2
FOLLOW THE REST OF SCRIPT FOR THE INVISIBLE VISIBLE AND CONTROL
CONDITIONS
After P finishes Q2, look at watch/iPod, and state: I should check to see if the other
participant has already given her talk to the TA’s. If she has, she will need to fill out
some final questionnaires, which are in this room. Since I don’t want to interrupt you
when you’re preparing your talk, I should see if she is ready now before you begin.
The experimenter will then knock on the door in the small side room on the left and enter
and close the door behind her. While in the room, she will tell the confederate the
appropriate support condition.
E will then lead C2 out of the room. C2 will stand while E heads over to where the
questionnaires are located.
Visible Condition:
The experimenter then states, while shuffling through some papers: “I must have left the
final questionnaires in the other room”
Experimenter then asks C2, “Do you have any questions before I get them?”
C2 responds “No I don’t”
As E leaves the room C2 engages participant’s attention by asking: “Are you going
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next?” then wait for P’s response.
C2 then says: I just used what I learned from my Comm. class. They said it’s most
important that you summarize what you’re going to say at the beginning and make a
strong conclusion and the end.
E returns with questionnaires and states: OK, you now need to fill out these
questionnaires in a separate room down the hall. A different experimenter will debrief
you.
Invisible condition:
While E is getting the questionnaires, C2 engages participant’s attention by asking: “Are
you going next?” then wait for P’s response.
E retrieves questionnaires and hands them to C2 and asks: “ Do you have any quick
questions before you fill out these questionnaires?”
Confederate then states: “Yes, I’ve got a question about what I did during the talk. For
this kind of thing isn’t it most important to summarize what you’re going to say at the
beginning and to make a strong conclusion at the end? That’s what they told me in
Comm. class.
E responds: Well, I can’t really say anything about your talk right now, but you can go
over your talk when you go through debriefing. You now need to fill out these
questionnaires in this room over here. Indicate small room
Control Condition:
While E is getting the questionnaires, C2 engages participant’s attention by asking: “Are
you going next?” then wait for P’s response
E retrieves questionnaires and hands them to C2 and asks: “ Do you have any questions
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before you fill out these questionnaires?”
Confederate then states: “No I don’t”
E responds: OK, you now need to fill out these questionnaires in a separate room down
the hall. A different experimenter will debrief you.
Guide C2 out of the room, return to talk to P
__________________________________________________________________
All right, now you can get started. You have 3 minutes to plan your speech. You can use
this scratch paper here. Provide scratch paper
TIME PREPARATION FOR 3 MINUTES
After P finishes, Lead her back into large side room where C1 is and seat her in the same
chair as before.
Turn to C1: Okay, you should now have written your 1 page essay. It is now time to
listen to P’s talk.
. Turn to P: You now have 3 minutes to practice your talk in front of C1. This talk will
also be video recorded for future analysis of performance.
Are there any questions?
C1: So I just listen to the practice and not say anything?
E. Yes, I want you to listen quietly. You’re like a stand-in for the teaching assistants.
They tend to be pretty neutral when they listen to the talks, so I want you to be too. Given
the amount of time, the practice should be as much as possible like the talk itself so that P
gets a chance to run through it once out loud before the actual talk.
C1: Okay sure
E. Any other questions?
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Okay, now we are ready for P to practice her talk.
MAKE SURE P FACES THE CAMERA
START STOPWATCH AND TIME FOR 3 MINTUES
If P stops early, prompt them to continue by saying: Why don’t you go through it again?
RECORD TIME USED ON THE TIMELINE SHEET IF THEY DO NOT WISH TO
CONTINUE TO PRACTICE
Indicate that P can take a seat
GIVE P QUESTIONNAIRE 3FIRST
Turn to C1 and state: C1 you now just have a few questionnaires to complete before
you are finished with the study. I will take you to the room where you will finish the rest
of the study with the same experimenter who went through the informed consent
procedures with you. The TA’s will grade your essay and let you know what grade you
received.
Guide C1 out of room and direct her to the experimental room (C1 can then leave after E
closes door of side room)
COLLECT QUESTIONNAIRE 3 FROM P
Turn to P: You now need to fill out another questionnaire before you give your final
talk.
GIVE & COLLECT Q4
Now I am going to check if the TA’s are ready for you.
Leave experimental room and “check” evaluation room, then return to experimental
room.
It appears that we are a little behind schedule because another participant has just started
their speech. We do not have time to wait because we need to get ready for the next
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participants. According to my advisor, it is OK if the TA’s evaluate your video-recorded
practice speech. This means you will not have to give a final speech.
Before you leave, you will complete some final questionnaires. Your blood
pressure and heart rate will be measured while you complete the questionnaires. Since
there are several measures included in this questionnaire, please follow the instructions
given at the beginning of each measure.
GIVE Q5
Now that you are finished with the measures, let me tell you more about the study.
This is a study that involves some deception, and now I’m going to explain
exactly what we’re studying, and why it was important for me to try to misdirect your
attention. First, I apologize for not being straightforward. I know people don’t like to feel
fooled. How were you feeling about the talk? How are you feeling now that you don’t
need to give it again? Did you at any time suspect that we used deception? If so, please
explain.
Deception is sometimes used in psychology experiments as a way to deal with the
artificiality of the lab situation. A lot of research has shown that participants can be
influenced by what they think the experimenter wants. So, by trying to misdirect your
attention from the actual purpose of the study, we hope your responses will be more trueto-life.
Also, sometimes we study very specific interactions, so we try to control as much
as we can that happens in the experiment. One way to do this is to use a confederate –
and that is what I’ve done. Your partner, C, was not another student participant but a
research assistant who was given specific instructions about how to behave.
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Do you have any questions about what I’ve said so far before I describe the actual
experiment in more detail?
The actual focus of this study is how people respond both physiologically and
emotionally to support when they are experiencing some stress. The speech task creates
stress and during the study, another confederate was instructed to provide a certain type
of support or no support at all.
There are no correct responses in this study. I will not look at your responses
alone to try to draw conclusions about your personality. I’m interested in the average
responses of people when we change a few factors in the situation.
Specifically, I expect that most participants will feel best about themselves if the
other participant does not offer direct support. Past research has shown that direct support
can make the recipient feel undermined. The written debriefing goes into more detail
about this research and cites a few sources
(GIVE WRITTEN DEBRIEFING)
Two more things. It’s possible that later today you might still experience a feeling of
anticipation about the speech task. You might even feel like you gave the final talk and it
didn’t go so well. Anything like that would be natural. It is a result of my raising your
expectations. Keep in mind that the speech task is not a reflection of academic success or
competence. No one could be expected to perform his or her best under these
circumstances.
Finally, you may want to talk about this experiment with someone else, but please
don’t. I hope you can understand that the research becomes meaningless if participants
know from the beginning what you now know. If other students ask, don’t make a big
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deal of it. Just tell them it was interesting – if you feel that way – and that you were asked
not to say anything else so they won’t be biased. Can I have your word that you won’t
discuss it? Do you have any other questions or anything else you want to say before we
finish?” (Thank participant)
SCRIPT FOR REPLICATION SOCIAL SUPPORT CONDITION (CONTINUED
FROM WHEN PARTIICPANT COMPLETES QUESTIONNAIRE 2
All right, now you can get started. You have 3 minutes to plan your speech. You can use
this scratch paper here. Provide scratch paper
TIME PREPARATION FOR 3 MINUTES
After P finishes, Lead her back into large side room where C1 is and seat her in the same
chair as before.
Turn to C1: Okay, you should now have written your 1 page essay. It is now time to
listen to P’s talk.
. Turn to P: You now have 3 minutes to practice your talk in front of C1. This talk will
also be video recorded for future analysis of performance.
Are there any questions?
C1: So I just listen to the practice and not say anything?
E. Yes, I want you to listen quietly. You’re like a stand-in for the teaching assistants.
They tend to be pretty neutral when they listen to the talks, so I want you to be too. Given
the amount of time, the practice should be as much as possible like the talk itself so that P
gets a chance to run through it once out loud before the actual talk.
C1: Okay sure
E. Any other questions?
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Okay, now we are ready for P to practice her talk.
MAKE SURE P FACES THE CAMERA AND IS STANDING IN THE CORRECT
POSITION: START STOPWATCH AND TIME FOR 3 MINTUES
If P stops early, prompt them to continue by saying: Why don’t you go through it again?
RECORD TIME USED ON THE TIMELINE SHEET IF THEY DO NOT WISH TO
CONTINUE TO PRACTICE
Indicate that P can take a seat
Turn to C1 and state: C1 you now just have a few questionnaires to complete before you
are finished with the study. Do you have any questions for me before we move on?
C States: “Not really. But I would like to say something to [Participant] if that’s all right.
You know to give a good talk it’s probably most important to summarize what you’re
going to say at the beginning, and to also make a strong conclusion at the end.”
E States: Well, I can’t really add anything I haven’t already said. I will take you to the
room where you will finish the rest of the study with the same experimenter who went
through the informed consent procedures with you. The TA’s will grade your essay and
let you know what grade you received.
Lead C1 out of the room. (C1 can then leave after E closes door of side room)
AFTER C1 LEAVES GIVE P QUESTIONNAIRE 3
COLLECT QUESTIONNAIRE 3 FROM P
Turn to P: You now need to fill out another questionnaire before you give your final
talk. (SCRIPT THEN CONTINUES THE SAME AS THE INVISIBLE, VISIBLE AND CONTROL)
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Appendix B
Informed Consent
Purpose and Benefit:
This study is about physiological and psychological processes of grades and grading. The
purpose of this study is to examine how psychological and physiological responses (e.g..
blood pressure and heart rate) during an academic task influence how that task is graded.
These findings will advance our understanding of the relationship among situational
factors, physiological and emotional responses, and grading.
You understand the following:
1) This study will involve completing an academic-type task (e.g. a written or verbal
essay on a personally relevant topic). Physiological responses will be measured every ten
minutes with a blood pressure monitor and emotional responses will be measured with
several self-report questionnaires. You will prepare for this task with a student partner
during which you will be video-recorded. The study will last for approximately 1.5 hours.
2) The Blood pressure monitor may be uncomfortable at times, but should never be
painful. Please communicate to the experimenter any problems you may have.
3) One benefit you may gain from participation is a better understanding of the research
process. You will also receive 1.5 research credits for your participation.
4) Your participation is voluntary, you may choose not to answer certain questions; you
can withdraw from the study at any time.
5) All information is confidential. Your signed consent form will be kept in a locked
cabinet separate from the questionnaires and video-recording. Only the researchers will
listen to and code the video. The video recording will be destroyed at the end of the
study. Your name will not be associated with any of your responses at any time.
5) Your signature on this form does not waive your legal rights of protection.
6) This experiment is conducted by Julie Kirsch. Any questions that you have about the
experiment or your participation may be directed to her at 218-830-8905 or email at
kirschj@students.wwu.edu or her faculty supervisor Barbara Lehman, Ph. D. by email at:
barbara.lehman@wwu.edu
If you have any questions about your participation or your rights as a research participant, you
can contact the WWU Human Protections Administrator (HPA), (360) 650-3220. If during or
after participation in this study you suffer from any adverse effects as a result of participation,
please notify the researcher directing the study or the WWU
Human Protections Administrator

******************************************************************
I have read the above description, I am at least 18 years of age and agreed to
participate in this study.
_______________________________________ _______________
Participant's Signature and Date
_______________________________________
Participant's PRINTED NAME
NOTE: Please sign both copies of the form and retain the copy marked “Participant.”
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Appendix C
Questionnaire 1
participant ID_____________
Please answer the following questions as honestly as you can, and please leave no items blank. Your
responses will be kept completely confidential; they will be seen only by the researchers and will be
identified only by code number.
Academic Information
Year in college:


Freshman



Sophomore



Junior



Senior

Major (if decided): ____________________________________________________
Current GPA (give previous year or average grade if unknown): _______________
Highest course grade within a year: _______________________________________
Lowest course grade within a year: _______________________________________
Most recent paper or exam grade: ________________________________________
1a. Here is a list of current issues or concerns. Please check the one issue that is most important to you – or
write in your own. Please check only one.


Abortion



Homelessness



Drugs (e.g., addiction, legalization)



AIDS



Other (write in below):

1b. For the issue you checked as most important to you, above, please indicate how important the issue is
to you personally. Circle the appropriate number
0

1

Not at all

A little

2
Moderately

3

4

Quite a bit

Extremely
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2.

Here is a list of feelings or experiences. Please rate how you feel right now. Circle the appropriate

number.
Not
at all

A
little

Quite
a bit

Extre
mely

1

Mod
erate
ly
2

Cheerful

0

3

4

Angry

0

1

2

3

On edge

0

1

2

Sad

0

1

Annoyed

0

Discourage
d
Pleased

3.

Not
at all

A
little

Quite
a bit

Extre
mely

1

Mod
erate
ly
2

Independ
ent

0

3

4

4

Happy

0

1

2

3

4

3

4

Uneasy

0

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Blue

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Resent
ful

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Selfsufficient

0

1

2

3

4

For each statement below, please indicate how you feel about yourself in general. Circle the
appropriate number.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

I’m able to do things as well as most people.

1

2

3

4

5

I wish I could have more respect for myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I take a positive attitude toward myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I certainly feel useless at times.

1

2

3

4

5

On the whole, I’m satisfied with myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel that I am a person
of worth, at least on an equal
basis with others.
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4.

Here is a list of statements about how people deal with challenging experiences (e.g., struggling with a
difficult school project). Think about what you usually do when faced with such a challenge, and rate
your agreement with each statement.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I ask people who have had similar experiences what
they did.

1

2

3

4

5

I talk to someone about how I feel.

1

2

3

4

5

I try to get advice from someone about what to do.

1

2

3

4

5

I try to get emotional support from friends or
relatives.

1

2

3

4

5

I talk to someone who could do something concrete
about the problem.

1

2

3

4

5

I get sympathy and understanding from someone.

1

2

3

4

5

5.

For each statement below, please indicate how well it describes you in general.
Definitely
does not
sound like
me

Does not
sound like
me

Neutral

Sounds
like me

Definitely
sounds
like me

When I give something to another person I
generally expect something in return.

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t think that people should feel
obligated to repay others for favors.

1

2

3

4

5

It’s best to make sure things are always kept
“even” between two people in a
relationship.

1

2

3

4

5

I wouldn’t feel exploited if someone failed
to repay me for a favor.

1

2

3

4

5

When someone I know helps me out on a
project, I don’t feel I have to pay them back.

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t bother to keep track of benefits I
have given others.

1

2

3

4

5
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6.

Please rate your agreement with the following statements about school and achievement.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I am a good writer.

1

2

3

4

5

I care about academic success.

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t think grades are important.

1

2

3

4

5

I am comfortable with public
speaking.

1

2

3

4

5

I hate giving oral presentations.

1

2

3

4

5

Writing is a slow process for me.

1

2

3

4

5

I get nervous talking to a group.

1

2

3

4

5

School is a priority for me.

1

2

3

4

5
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7.

For each statement below, please indicate how often you have felt this way during the last week.
Rarely or none
of the time

Some or a little of
the time

Occasionally
or a moderate
amount of time

Most or all of the
time

I was happy.

1

2

3

4

I felt that everything I did was
an effort.

1

2

3

4

I felt sad.

1

2

3

4

I had crying spells.

1

2

3

4

I enjoyed life.

1

2

3

4

I could not get “going.”

1

2

3

4

I felt hopeful about the future.

1

2

3

4

People were unfriendly.

1

2

3

4

I felt depressed.

1

2

3

4

I felt that people dislike me.

1

2

3

4

I felt weak and tired easily.

1

2

3

4

I felt that everything is all
right and nothing bad would
happen.

1

2

3

4

I got upset easily or felt
panicky.

1

2

3

4

I could feel my heart beating
fast.

1

2

3

4

I was bothered by dizzy
spells.

1

2

3

4

I felt calm and could sit still
easily.

1

2

3

4

I felt more nervous and
anxious than usual.

1

2

3

4

I felt like I was falling apart
and going to pieces.

1

2

3

4

My arms and legs shook and
trembled.

1

2

3

4

I fell asleep easily and got a
good night’s rest.

1

2

3

4
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Appendix D
Questionnaire 2
participant ID_____________
Please answer the following questions as honestly as you can, and please leave no items blank. Your
responses will be kept completely confidential; they will be seen only by the researchers and will be
identified only by code number.
1. Please rate your agreement with the following statements about your upcoming talk. Circle the
appropriate number.
Strongly
Disagree
1

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree
5

I feel unsure about what I’ll say.

1

2

3

4

5

I expect to get a fair grade.

1

2

3

4

5

My grade won’t reflect my abilities.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel pretty confident about my talk.

1

2

3

4

5

I expect I will give a good talk.

2a. When preparing with others, feelings about a friend or partner may affect performance. Please rate
how you are feeling with your student partner. Circle the appropriate number.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Comfortable

0

1

2

3

4

Close

0

1

2

3

4

Distant

0

1

2

3

4

Friendly

0

1

2

3

4

2b. Here is a list of words describing your student partner. Please rate how well these words describe him
or her. Circle the appropriate number.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

Knowledgeable

0

1

2

3

4

Confident

0

1

2

3

4

Intelligent

0

1

2

3

4
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3.

For each statement below, please rate your agreement right now. Circle the appropriate number.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

People get the grades they deserve.

1

2

3

4

5

Teachers tend to favor certain students.

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t think grades are important.

1

2

3

4

5

My past work doesn’t reflect my current
abilities.

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix E
Questionnaire 3:
Participant ID_____________

How did your practice speech go? Circle the appropriate number.

Practice evaluation:

Poor

Adequate

Good

Very Good

Excellent

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix F
Questionnaire 4
PARTICIPANT ID_____________

Please answer the following questions as honestly as you can, and please leave no items blank. Your
responses will be kept completely confidential; they will be seen only by the researchers and will be
identified only by code number.
1.

Please check all events that occurred during the study so far. Check all that apply.



I composed my talk aloud.



I went over my talk more than once.



I pictured myself giving the talk while
practicing.



I was unable to get through my talk once.



I learned something about myself or about my 
topic.



I worked toward getting a good grade.



I was given advice from another participant
who finished his/her speech

2.



My partner gave me advice or tried to
comfort me.
I worked toward giving a good talk.

Please rate your agreement right now with the following statements about your upcoming talk. Circle
the appropriate number
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I expect I will give a good talk.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel unsure about what I’ll say.

1

2

3

4

5

I expect to get a fair grade.

1

2

3

4

5

My grade won’t reflect my abilities.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel pretty confident about my talk.

1

2

3

4

5
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3.

For each statement below, please indicate how you feel about yourself right now. Circle the
appropriate number or mid-point.
The numbers refer to these phrases: 1 = Strongly disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Neutral 4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I’m feeling like a person of worth, at
least on an equal basis with others.

1

2

3

4

5

I’m able to do things as well as most
people.

1

2

3

4

5

I’m taking a positive attitude toward
myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I’m satisfied with myself.

1

2

3

4

5

4. Here is a list of feelings or experiences. Please rate how you feel right now.
The numbers refer to these phrases: 0 = Not at all 1 = A little 2 = Moderately 3 = Quite a bit 4 =
Extremely
Not
at all

A
little

Quite
a bit

Extre
mely

1

Mode
ratel
y
2

Not
at all

A
little

Cheerful

0

Angry

Quite
a bit

Extre
mely

1

Mode
ratel
y
2

3

4

Independe
nt

0

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Happy

0

1

2

3

4

On edge

0

1

2

3

4

Uneasy

0

1

2

3

4

Sad

0

1

2

3

4

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

Annoyed

0

1

2

3

4

Blue

0

1

2

3

4

Discourage
d

0

1

2

3

4

Resentfu
l

0

1

2

3

4

Pleased

0

1

2

3

4

Selfsufficient

0

1

2

3

4
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5.

When preparing for the speech with others present, feelings about your partner (A), the experimenter
(B), or any other participants you have met during the study may affect performance on your upcoming
talk(C).
A. Student Partner

Please rate how you felt with your student partner during the study.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Comfortable

0

1

2

3

4

Close

0

1

2

3

4

Friendly

0

1

2

3

4

Distant

0

1

2

3

4

More relaxed than
him/her

0

1

2

3

4

Less
knowledgeable
than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

More nervous
than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

More confident
than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

Here is a list of words describing your student partner. Please rate how well these words describe him or
her.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

Helpful

0

1

2

3

4

Knowledgeable

0

1

2

3

4

Pushy

0

1

2

3

4

Intelligent

0

1

2

3

4

Opinionated

0

1

2

3

4

Confident

0

1

2

3

4

Supportive

0

1

2

3

4

Concerned

0

1

2

3

4

Critical

0

1

2

3

4
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B. Experimenter
Please rate how you felt with the experimenter during the study
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Comfortable

0

1

2

3

4

Close

0

1

2

3

4

Friendly

0

1

2

3

4

Distant

0

1

2

3

4

Here is a list of words describing the experimenter. Please rate how well these words describe him or her.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

Helpful

0

1

2

3

4

Knowledgeable

0

1

2

3

4

Pushy

0

1

2

3

4

Intelligent

0

1

2

3

4

Opinionated

0

1

2

3

4

Confident

0

1

2

3

4

Supportive

0

1

2

3

4

Concerned

0

1

2

3

4

Critical

0

1

2

3

4
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C. Any other Participant
Please rate how you felt with any other participant you have met during the study, Please first circle “Yes”
or “No, if you did not meet another participant. Skip this section if you circled “No.”
Did you meet another participant: Yes

No

Circle the appropriate number.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Comfortable

0

1

2

3

4

Close

0

1

2

3

4

Friendly

0

1

2

3

4

Distant

0

1

2

3

4

More relaxed than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

Less knowledgeable than
him/her

0

1

2

3

4

More nervous than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

More confident than him/her

0

1

2

3

4

Here is a list of words describing any other participant you met during the study. Please rate how well these
words describe him or her.
Circle the appropriate number:
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite a bit

Extremely

Nervous

0

1

2

3

4

Helpful

0

1

2

3

4

Knowledgeable

0

1

2

3

4

Pushy

0

1

2

3

4

Intelligent

0

1

2

3

4

Opinionated

0

1

2

3

4

Confident

0

1

2

3

4

Supportive

0

1

2

3

4

Concerned

0

1

2

3

4

Critical

0

1

2

3

4
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5. Please rate your agreement with the following statements about your experiences with your partner and
other people you may have interacted with during the study, if applicable. Circle the appropriate
number.
Strongly
disagree

Disagre
e

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

N/A

I would have preferred to prepare alone.

1

2

3

4

5

0

My partner seemed to think I would do
fine.

1

2

3

4

5

0

The other participant seemed to think I
would do fine
The experimenter seemed to think I
would do fine

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

I find it hard to concentrate with others
around.

1

2

3

4

5

0

I feel like I owe my partner something.

1

2

3

4

5

0

My partner seemed to think I would
have a hard time.

1

2

3

4

5

0

The other participant seemed to think I
would have a hard time.

1

2

3

4

5

0

The experimenter seemed to think I
would have a hard time.

1

2

3

4

5

0

I would have preferred a larger practice
audience.

1

2

3

4

5

0

I feel indebted to my partner

1

2

3

4

5

0

6a. Anything that significantly interferes with your involvement in this research may distort our findings.
Please rate how much the following have affected your preparation. Your honesty is appreciated.
Not at all

A little

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

Too tired

0

1

2

3

4

Too pressured

0

1

2

3

4

Suspicious

0

1

2

3

4

Preoccupied

0

1

2

3

4
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6b. If you rated “2” or more for any of the above items, or if you have other concerns, please describe
below:
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Appendix G
Individual Differences
Your Background
1. What is your gender?
____ male
____ female
2. If you are a student, please answer #2a through #2c; if not, skip to #3.
2a. What year are you in school?
____ none
____ 1st year
____ 2nd year
____ 3rd year
____ 4th year

____ 5th year

2b. Are you a full-time or part-time student?
____ none
____ full-time
____ part-time for the summer
2c. Expected graduation date: _____________
3. What is your ethnicity/cultural background (Write In)?
_________________________

6. Please check all lines that describe your current citizenship status:
____United States citizen
____Permanent Resident (green card)
____ Citizen of another country (please specify
country):_____________________________
____ Other status (please specify ):_________________________
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EDUCATION
7. Place a check mark next to the line that describes the highest level of education your
mother completed or expects to complete within three years from now.
____ Elementary School (grades 1-6)
____ Junior High School (grades 7-8)
____ High School (grades 9-12)
____ Junior College (Associate’s Degree)
____ College (Bachelor’s Degree)
____ Graduate School (Master’s Degree or Doctoral Degree)
9. Place a check mark next to the line that describes the highest level of education your
father completed or expects to complete within three years from now.
____ Elementary School (grades 1-6)
____ Junior High School (grades 7-8)
____ High School (grades 9-12)
____ Junior College (Associate’s Degree)
____ College (Bachelor’s Degree)
____ Graduate School (Master’s Degree or Doctoral Degree)
11. Place a check mark next to the line that describes the highest level of education you
completed or expects to complete within three years from now.
____ Elementary School (grades 1-6)
____ Junior High School (grades 7-8)
____ High School (grades 9-12)
____ Junior College (Associate’s Degree)
____ College (Bachelor’s Degree)
____ Graduate School (Master’s Degree or Doctoral Degree)
RELATIONSHIP STATUS
Select the option(s) that describe(s) your relationship status. Be sure to check all that
apply.
I am presently:
____ Single, living alone or with friends/roommates
____ In a committed relationship, not living with significant
other/partner
____ In a committed relationship, living with significant other/partner
____ Married, living with significant other/partner
____ Divorced from significant other/partner
____ Engaged, living with significant other/partner
____ Engaged, not living with significant other/partner
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Social Interaction Anxiety
On this page, there are phrases describing people’s behaviors. Please use the rating scale
below to describe how accurately each statement describes you. Describe yourself as you
generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future. Describe yourself as you honestly
see yourself in relation to other people you know of the same sex as you are, and roughly
your same age. So that you can describe yourself in an honest manner, your responses
will be kept in absolute confidence. Please read each statement carefully, and then place a
number next to each statement that corresponds to the number on the scale below.
Very

1

Moderat
ely
2

3

Extreme
ly
4

0

1

2

3

4

3. I become tense if I have to
talk about myself or my
feelings.

0

1

2

3

4

4. I find it difficult to mix
comfortably with people I
work with

0

1

2

3

4

5. I tense up if I meet an
acquaintance in the street

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

1. I get nervous if I have to
speak with someone in
authority (teacher, boss, etc.)
2. I have difficulty making
eye-contact with others.

6. When mixing socially I am
uncomfortable.
7. I feel tense if I am alone
with just one other person.
8. I am at ease meeting
people at parties, etc.
9. have difficulty talking to
other people.

Not at
all
0

Slightly
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10. I find it easy to think of
things to talk about.

0

1

2

3

4

11. I worry about expressing
myself in case I appear
awkward.

0

1

2

3

4

12. I find it difficult to
disagree with another’s point
of view.
13. I have difficulty talking
to people I find attractive.

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

14. I find myself worrying
that I won’t know what to say
in social situations
15. I am nervous mixing with
people I don’t know well.
16. I feel I’ll say something
embarrassing when talking.

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4
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Hostility
Please rate each of the following items in terms of how characteristic they are of
you. Use the following scale for answering these items. Circle the appropriate
number.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

extremely
uncharacteristic
of me

extremely
characteristic
of me

1. I am sometimes eaten up with jealousy.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. At times I feel I have gotten a raw deal out
of life.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. Other people always seem to get the breaks.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. I wonder why sometimes I feel so bitter
about things.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. I know that “friends” sometimes talk
about me behind my back.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. When people are especially nice, I wonder
what they want.
9. Once in a while I can’t control the urge to
strike another person.
10. Given enough provocation, I may hit
another person.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11. If somebody hits me, I hit back.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. I get into fights a little more than the
average person.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. I am suspicious of overly friendly strangers
7. I sometimes feel that people are laughing at
me behind my back.
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13. If I have to resort to violence to protect my
rights, I will.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14. There are people who pushed me so far
that we came to blows.
15. I can think of no good reason for ever
hitting a person.
16. I have threatened people I know.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

17. I have become so mad that I have broken
things.
18. I tell my friends openly when I disagree
with them.
19. I often find myself disagreeing with
people.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

20. When people annoy me, I may tell them
what I think of them.
21. I can’t help getting into arguments when
people disagree with me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22. My friends say that I’m somewhat
argumentative.
23. I flare up quickly but get over it quickly

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

24. When frustrated, I let my irritation show.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

25. I sometimes feel like a powder keg ready
to explode.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

26. I am an even-tempered person.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

27. Some of my friends think I’m a hothead.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

28. Sometimes I fly off the handle for no good
reason.
29. I have trouble controlling my temper.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Anxiety
On this page, there are phrases describing people’s behaviors. Please use the rating scale
below to describe how accurately each statement describes you. Describe yourself as you
generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future. Describe yourself as you honestly
see yourself in relation to other people you know of the same sex as you are, and roughly
your same age. So that you can describe yourself in an honest manner, your responses
will be kept in absolute confidence. Please read each statement carefully, and then place a
number next to each statement that corresponds to the number on the scale below.
Very
Inaccurate

Moderately
Inaccurate

1. I feel comfortable
with myself.

1

2

2. I don’t talk a lot.

1

2

3

4

5

3. I don’t like to
draw attention to
myself.

1

2

3

4

5

4. I am not easily
bothered by things.

1

2

3

4

5

5. I am skilled in
handling social
situations.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

8. I panic easily

1

2

3

4

5

9. I know how to
captivate people.
10. I am very
pleased with
myself.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6. I seldom feel
blue.
7. I keep in the
background.

Neither
Moderately
Very
Inaccurate
Accurate Accurate
or Accurate
3
4
5
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11. I have little to
say.

1

2

3

4

5

12. I make friends
easily
13. I am often
down in the dumps.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

14. I rarely get
irritated.
15. I dislike
myself.
16. I often feel
blue.
17. I am the life of
the party.
18. I have frequent
mood swings.
19. I would
describe my
experiences as
somewhat dull.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

20. I feel
comfortable around
people.

1

2

3

4

5
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Neuroticism
A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below.
Read each statement and then circle the appropriate value to the right of the statement to
indicate how you generally feel. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too
much time on any one statement, but give the answer which seems to describe how you
generally feel.

